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' . ABST_RAC:r· 

Large deflet.tion of a simply supported semi-circular plate placed on 
elastic foundation'' and wbjected to a uniform !<;>ad has been investigated 
following Berger's approximate method. Expressions for the deflection:> 
and bending moments are obta-ined anq the theo'reticaJ results have been 
presented in the form of grarhs. " · 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SMALL deflections of thin plates on elastic fo~ndati~n haYe teen examined 
by Timoshenko and Woinowsky~~rieger1 and several other ~uthors on 
the assumption that the 'strains of the mid.dl~ piane of. the ,pl~te can be neg
lected. But when the deflection is moderately large, that is, of the order of 
the thickness of the plate, then thy strain of. the middle plane should te-
1c~nsidered. Thus for moderately large deflection~,· solutions of differential 
equations for deflections and displacements become difficult because of their 
non-linear character ... Way~-. and many other authors have examined mode-· 
rateiy. i~rg~ d~fle,~tio~:s of plates not resting ori:eiastic foun'd~t{qns arid the-

- • • I ... I I - • • ~ .. • • • • - ••• ' • ,.) - •• 

methods used by· them involve. considerable computation. Berger3 sug-
gested that the strain e~wrgy due to tbe seco~d. ~train invariant of the middle 
surface strains- may'· be neglected ·in· ana]ysing moderately large· deflection. 
of plates having axisymmetric deformatipn. Berger's technique of neglect
dn.g the second strain i_nv,~p-i:a,nt'fil the .~xpre~sib~ corre~ponding to the total 
potential energy of the s.ystem 'ieduces c'8mputati'on·· and although no com
plete e_xplanation of this methqd is offere~, the stresses a~d deflections obtained 
'for· both ·H::2tangu1ar ancf circul~r· 'p1itesqare 'in: good ·agreemeht: with. those 
found in practical analysi~. BergeP~-method has· ·b~en applied -s-uccessfully 
by Nowinski4 to his different plate PI;,Qblemsi't Nash and Modeer5 investi
:gated the problems having no axial ~~~mmetr:y using ·Berger's: technique. 

. 21 
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Berger's technique of neglecting the second strain invariant in the middle 
-pl~me has been applied by Sinha6 to determine large deflection of circular 
and rectangular plates placed on elastic foundation an4 under uniform lateral 

• .. . • . - . • .. ~ .. . - J . ' 

lo~d. ·:··, · · 
. • I • .,. ' ..... : • • : ~ 

· In this .paper ·large static _deflection of a· simply supported semi-circular 
jsotropic plate placed on elastic foundation and under a uniform load has 
beeri solved. 'Foundation is assumed to be such that its reaction 'is pro
portional to the deflection of the plat~. 

2. FO~MULATION ,OF PROBLEM 

For moderately large deflections, the strain displacement relationships 
and the strain energy of the middle· plane. of the plate are: 

llu 1 ("w) 2 

£z = llx + 2 llx (1) 

(2) 

llu llv llw llw 
r:y = lly + llx+ llx lly (3) 

V1 . ~ J J [ (\7 2 w) 2 +·~; e1
2

- 2 (1 - v) {~; e2 

--- -- dxd ()2 w ()2 w (()2 w )2}] + ()x2 ()y2 ()x()y. . . y (4) 

Neglecting e2 and qy adding the potential energy of the transverse load and 
of the founqatioQ. reaction the modified energy equation becomes 

'. :· . . . 

. D ff [ 2 )2+ 12 2 2 (1 ) {()2 w ()2 w y = 2 ( V w h2 el - . - v . ()x2 lly2 

- cllw )2} + ~ w2- 2qw] dxdy 
, .. ()~()y D. . D 

(5) 

Applying Euler's vari~tj(m~l metho~ fo (5) the foilowi~g ditf.e~~ptial ~q~~:-
~ions . in pol~r q~-qr~hp.ates ¥e ~b~med : ~ . . · . 

f6) 

i 
I 
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where a is ·a constant given by 

(7) 

and 

3. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 

Let the plate be in th.e form of a semicircle (figure I) and simply sup
ported. Let the centre be the origin, the bounding diameter be the initial 
line and the plate be uniformly loaded. To solve equation (6) let us put 
it in following form: 

where 

-.1' 
I 

I '' : . 

Figure 1. S~mi~circula! _plat~ on ·round!ltion. 

. (8} 

(9) 

(10) 
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Expanding the load into the appropriate Fourier series, 

00 

4q ,, sin me 
q = ---;- LJ -11-l - (11) 

and assuming 

00 

IV = E Rm sin me 
m"""1,3,5 

(12) 

where Rm is a function of r only, and substituting (11) and (12) in (8) one 
gets 

(
.d2 + !_ d _. n!2 

_ p 2) (r!__ + !_ d _ m2 
_ p 2) R __ 4q 

dr 2 r dr ,.~ 1 dr 2, r dr r2 2 m - r.Dm 
·' - . / (13) 

The appropriate solution of (8) is given by 

00 

W = L I Amlm (P1r~ + Bmlm (P2r), 
m=l, a. 5 

00 

+ r.~~ .L: (iP~~2s Sa+2s, m (iP2r) J sin me (14) 
s-o 

where 

and 

is the Lommel's function which is uniformly convergent. The required 
boundary conditions are 

(w)r=a- = 0 (15) 

[~2 w v (! ~w !_ ~z w)J = ~ 
~r2 + r ~r- + 1"2 ~8 2 r-a • 

. (16) 

~~ 
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Considering equatio~s (14), (15) and (16) an~ solving for the constants Am 
and Bm one gets 

00 

[ {aP2
2 1~ (P2a) + vP21; (P2a)} I: (iP~)4+2s Sa+2s, ~ (iP2a) 

•= l 
co 

-lm CP2a) _{a [ (iP~~+2s S"a+2s,m (iP2a) 
•=O . 

00 

4 
+ v [ (iP~!+ 2s S'a+2S, m (iP2a)} J 

Am :- TT~n • [/m (P2a) {aP1 2I~ (P1a) + vP1I~ (P1a)} . 

. - lm (PJ..a) {aP2
2 1;. (P2a) + vP21~ (P2a)}] 

(17) 
00 

[ {aP1
2 I;; (P1a) + ·vP1I~ (Pta)} ..L: (iP~~+ 2~ S3+2s,m(iP2a) 

•-o 
co 

- Im (Pia) {a I: (iP:)~+2S s;+2S, m (iP2a) 
•=o 

Oo 

+ v [ tzP:)~+2s S'a+2s, m (iP2a)} J 
4q •=o , . 

Bm =- TTDm • Um (P2a) faP1
2 I,;; (P1a) + vP1!,~ (P1a)} 

- Im (P1a) {aP2
2 I;. (P2a) + vP21~ (P2a)}] 

(18) 

Tq determine a, let 

u = E U(r) cos mB (19} 

v . E r:Cr)sinme · (20) 

· subject to the boundary conditions U (a) = V (a) = 0. 

Multiplying (7) by rdedr and integrating within the limits 0 to a and 
0 to 7T one gets 

a 1T' a 1r J J r [ U' (r) cos me dedr + i. J J r (~~) 
2

' dBdr 
0 . 0 0 

a 7r a ·7r 

+·sf ..L: U(r) cos me dedr + f f [; mV(r) cos me dedr 
0 . o ·o · 

. ' 
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After ·evaluating. the integraJs the following equation leading. to~ a 

i'l obtained: -"* 
00 • -,;L _ [A!,. Pi ( ~ ~

2 g [/m-2 (P1a) + Irn (P1a))2 

_ [-l' + (m + 1)2J. r (P )} -+ ~ f' f' -L (p1)2m+2n+zt) 
. p 2 a2 - m+t la ' 2 L..J L..J 't' 2 

- - - - - 1 

fi=O t=J 
r~#t 

s==o n=o 

n~::~~u t=o 
11#1 

f' ~ fLnf.Lt (4 + 2s + 2n) (4 + 2s + 2t) aB+4S+
211+2tJ} 

+ w W 8 + 4s + 2n + 2t 
n=o t=o 

n~t 

(p m-H+2n (P )m+l+2t -j J · . -f a2m+2n+2t+4_ -

+ (2m + 2n + 2t + 4) /~ I!_ rem + n + 2) rem + t + 2) 

+ + ( ~:) ~•+'n ( ~· r'"'" + + ( ft r·H+'" ( ~· r->+•' ]} 
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·n=o t=o 
n#l 

n~o t=o 
n#l 

s=o n~o t=O 
. ,-., n#t_-

n=O 

(
p 1)2m+4n 

~2 2 

n=o 

I=() 

f' · 2 S+4S+4n \ ~ f' 11-nlkta8+4s+2n+2t } 

X { w (+ :s + 4n + w W 8 + 4s + 2n + 2t 
n=() .tt.::O f=O 

n#l 

+ 8~m 1T~I1l t (iP~~+2S t t P-nrfo1 (~1)m+2t 
s=o n=o t=o 

n#l 

11-n = {(4 + 2s) 2 ·- m2} • • • {(4 + 2s + 2n) 2 
- m2

} 

1-'t = {(4 + 2s)2 - ~2} ••• {(4 +2s + 2t) 2
- m2

} 

tP =(2m+ .2n. +2t --1:" 7> ~~ 1£ F(m + n) F(m + t +2) 
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. cz4+2S+2n+2t+m ~ 

c/>1 = -t 4-+....,)-=-.s-+~2-n.'.+-;2t + m) 1 ~ r (m + t + 1 > 

(4 + 2s + 2n) cf+2S+2n+2t+m 

if; = (4 + 2s + 2n + 2t + m) I~ T(m + t) 

(4 + 2s + 2n) a6+2s+2n+2t+m 

o/1 = (6 + 2s + 2n + 2t + m) I!. r (m + t+ 2) 

a2m-t4n . 

if;2 =(2m+ 4n) {I~ F(m + n + 1)}2 

if;3 =(2m+ 2n + l.t) 1~ [!_T(m + n-+; 1) l'(m + t + 1) · 

As 

Equation (14) reduces to 
00 

m=:(, 3, 5, , •• 

ym m + 5 + v 
+·am: mrr (16 - m2) (2 . ....:.+--,---.n--:1),-;[,---m-+--,--2'1 " (1-+-;---v"")] 

y'1l+2 m+3.+v } . e 
- a>n+ 2 1117T (4 +in) (4-m 2

) [m + t (1 + v)] sm 
111 

as obtained by Timoshenko1 'for the corresponding problem of small deflec
tion without any elastic foundation. 

4. NuMERICAL CALCULATION 

To obtain deflection for a given value of plate radius 'a' and founda
tion modulus 'KF' one has to start from (21) with an assumed value of 
'a' in order to' obtain the corresponding value of the load function (qa4fDh). 
Once this relationship is obtained the corresponding deflectio-9- wfh can be· 
calculated by (14) with the help of (17) and (18). For a= 80 mm, v = 0·3 . . , 
and KF = 350 deflections have been plotted in figure 2· for various values . 
of load function (qa4/Dh). 

• ,!' 

5. DISCUSSION 

On examination of- eq: "(1,4);· it is clear. that the radius of symmetry 
·of the· plate. undergcd·1 ·'tne :ffiaxirhuin deflection With respect to other radii. 
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The expression for the deflection at a given point on the radius of symmetry 
can be expressed in the form w. = f3 .(qa4/D), where ~ is a numerical factor. 
Deflections af various points on the radius of syffimetry are plotted. in 
figure 3 for a given value of load function. From figure 3 jt is· observed 
that maximum deflection occurs at 'the centre of gravity of the plate. 

v 
0 

Figure 2. Deflection curve. 

ONE SMALL DIV. = 0'001 ~t 1i 

v """ ....... 

v 
I 
4 !l.. 

a 

"" ~ ~ 
}. 
4 

Figure 3. Deflection curve. 
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. The plate ·is subj¢cted to bending· moments in radiaL and· tangential 
directi_ons. as well ·as to a.· twisting moment.' The expressions for .bending 
aQ.d 'twisting mo'iH~nts are· ' 

r: .: . 

00. 

I: 

' . 

+ v {A2;l:[fm~1 (P1r) + Im+I (P1r)] +·Birp2 [Im_1 (P2r) 
. . ' 

00 

. + 7T~~ L (iP~~+2S { s;+2f, m (iP2r) +; s~+2S, m (iP2r) 
s=O 

. . 
+ Bm~22 

v {Im+z (Pzr) + 21m (P2r) + -Im:2 (P2r)} 

+: A2,~1 {/m-1 (P1r) + Im~1 (Pir)} 

+ B2.;2 {Im-i (P2r) +: /~+1.C~2r)} 
- ---·--· 00. 

I 
I 

~ 
I ., 

I 

_:__ ~~~
2 

{Amlm -~~11~) + !_rr,~m ~~P2r)! +- 77~~ L :(iP~~ 2s _ 
_ .-· ; . i· ____ : _____ ·<:···"'."'. (-

' ' . 

-- X { vS''3+;s~- ~ (iP;-r) +j}s3+2~;ni (iP;_r>·--~~<,, 
. . '\• ::-- •' 

- o/:2~ Sa+zs, :n (iP 2r)} J s_in i1;0 . (23) 
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+ B2_;2 {lm_1 (P2r) + lltl+l (P2r)} · :. ·,. . ' '. ' ~ 

00 

- \ {Amlm 0\r).+ Bmlm (P2r)}.+ ~q I: ('P ~~23 r . · '7Tnl, 1 2 
1•0 

Eqs (22), (23) and (24) show that the }?ending moments Mr and M 9 are both 
m"aximum on the radius of symmetry a11g· the twisting moment Mro is maxi
mum on the bounding-diameter. 

· The bending mome11:ts can. be expressed in the form 

Mr = f31qa2; M 9 = {32qa2 (25) 

Bending stresses can be calculated from the expression's 

(26) 

Expressions for shearing forces can be obtained with the help of (14) 

00 

Qi·= -D. ·2: {[ AmP13 l~' (P1r) + !Jm P2
3 !~~ (P2r) 

m=l, a, 5, •.. 

•-o 

. ~ ( a2 -t ~~) [ A~P1 I'm (P1d + ~mP2l'm (Pi) 
. . ... : . . 

00 

-+ 7Tt~ L(iPJi+2s X S'a+2S,m (iP2r) ]} sill mO. (27;) 

•-o 
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00 

Qo' :-:-;- f- E m r AmP?~I: (Plr) + .. 'BmP/ I: (P2~) 
1.$ m;::l, a, 5, •.• 

•=o 

(28) 

The shearing stresses can be calculated from th~ .expressions 
•: t', .1•-"! 1•',: · , r 

(29) 
: ( _. ~ . 
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ABSTRACT 

Large deflections of a uniformly loaded circular plate placed on elastic founda
tion and supported at several points along the boundary have been analysed follow
ing Berger's method. A particular case, where the number of supports is two, has 
been treated fully. Numerical results have been presented in the form of graphs. 

Key words : Large deflections, elastic foundation 

INTRODUCTION 

Small deflections of thin plates placed on elaftic foundations have 
been examined by S. Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky Krieger [1] and several 
other authors on the ·assumption that strain due to stretching of the middle 
surface of the plate is negligible. When the deflections are moderately large, 
that is, on the order of thickness of the plate, then the forces in the middle 
surface of the plate mu~t ·be taken into account. In the case of such large 
deflections of plates placed on elastic foundations, three differential equa 
tions for displacement and deflection may be written, but it is usually difficult 
to obtain the solutions of these equations because of their nonlinear 

~', character:. 

On the other hand, _various problems of large deflections of plates not 
:resting on elastic fmmdations have been examined by S. Way [2], S. Levy 
[3] and many other author:<. But the methods used by them involve and 
require considerable computation. A simple and approximate, yet fairly 
accurate, method of analysing large deflections of plates was suggested by 
H. M. Berger [4]. The method uses the technique of neglecting the strain 
energy due to the second strain invariant of the middle surface strains in 

427 
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analysing large deflection of plates having axisymmetric deformation. 
Berger's method reduce~ computation and although no complete explana
tion of this method is offered in, the stresses and deflections obtained for 
both rectangular and circular plates are in good agreement with those 
found in practical analysis. Berger's method has been ;applied success- \ 
fully by Nowinsk [5] to his plate problems and Nash and Modeer [6] 1 
investigated the problems having no axial symmetry. 

The technique of neglecting the second strain invariant in the expres
sion corresponding to the total potential energy of the system has been suc
cessfully applied by Sinha [7] to ·determine large deflection of circular and 
rectangular plates placed on elastic foundations and under uniform latera 
loads. 

In this paper large deflection of a circular plate placed on elastic· 
·foundation and supported at several points alo!lg the boundary has been 
solved. The load is a.ssumed to be uniformly distributed and the foundation 
is of the Winkler type. A complete analysis of a particular case, where 
the number of supports is two is given . 

. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

For moderately large deflections, the strain displacement relationships 
and the strain energy of the middle plane of the plate are 

= ou +! (~w)2 

E"x ox 2 ox (1) 

(2) 

ou ov owow 
Yxy = oy + ox + ox oy (3) 

V1 = ~ J J [ (\72 w)2 + ~1~ e12- 2 (1 - v) 

{
12 ozwozw ( 02w)2}] 

x h2 e 2+ ox2 oy2 - oxoy . dxdy (4) 

in which e1 and e2 are the first and second middle surface strain invariants, 
respectively. 
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Neglecting e2 and by adding the potential energy of the transverse load 
and of the foundation reaction, K, the modified energy equation becomes 

D ('f[ 12 V = 2 J (\72 w)2 + h2 e12- 2 (1- v) 

X {o2 w o2 w - (o2 w l2) + !S-_ . 2- 2qw] d d 
. ux2 oy2 oxoy f D 1v D x y. (J) 

Applying Euler's variational method to eq. 5 the following differential 
equations in polar co-ordinates are obtained [7] 

(6) 

where a is a constant given by 

a
2 h2 ou 1 (ow)2 u 1 ov 1 (ow)2 

12 = or + 2 or + r + roO + 2r2 oO 

(7) 

,,. 
SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 

Let the circular plate (Fig. l) be of radius a, &upported at several points 
along the boundary and placed on the elastic foundation. Let the centre 
of the plate be the origin and a. diaineter .as the initial line, () = 0. The 
general solution of eq. 6 is 

W =Wu + W1 (8) 

in which w0 is the large deflection of a plate placed on elastic foundation 
and simply supported along the entire boundary and w1 satisfies the equation 

(9) 

-i Eq. (9) can be written in the form 

where 

(\72 _ p12) (\72 _ p 22) w1 = o 

p12 + p22 = a2 

p12 p22 = ~. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Considering the number of points of support is i, and denoting the con
centrated reactions at the&e points N1 , N2 ••• Ni, the expression for each 
reaction Ni is (1, P. 293) 

N· [ oo J ____] ! + E cos m()i 
7Ta m=l 

(13) 

where ()i = () - lfii, 1/ri is the angle defining the position of the. support i. 

The intensity of the reactive forces at any point of the boundary is 
then given by the expression. 

(13 a) 

in which the summation is extended over all the concentrated reactions. 
Assuming that the plate is solid and considering that deflections and moments 

I 

LOAD. 
PLATE. 

I"IG. J. Circular plate on foUndation. 

. ~~ .. 
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at the centre must be finite, the appropriate solution of eq. 9 can be taken 
1n the form 

00 

W1 = A0/ 0 (P1r) +Bolo (P2r) + E [Amlm (Plr) + Bmfm (P2r)] 
m-1 

00 

X cosmO+ E [A'mlm(P1r) + B'mlm(Pw-)]sinmO (14) 
m=l 

in which / 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, 
and I m is of the first kind and mth order. For detetmining the constants 
we have the following conditions at the boundary: 

1V = 0 

r=a (15) 

e = o, 7T 

(16) 

• 
[ 1 o J ~ Ni [ 1 = J Qr - - - 8 Mro = - - z· + E cos m0-1 

r Cl r=a 7Ta m=t 
(17) 

l=1 

where 

(17 a) 

[ 
1 o2 w1 1 ow1 J !Ylr = (! -- v) D - ---- - .., - . o ,. oroO r· oO (17 b) 

Consider a particular case when the plate is supported at two points which 
are the two end points of the. diameter taken as the initial line from which 
0 is measured. Then 

Considering the above boundary conditions one gets after solving for the 
constants 

p 
Ao = Df3rfo(a) (18) 7T a 

p 
(l9) Bo = - [)' f3cfoo (a) 

?T « 
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_ P t-tm (a) 
- - TTDa {f3m (a) t-tm (a) - Am-(,-ca),---'YJ_m_(~a"'"')} 

_ · P Am (a) 
- TTDa {f3m (a) /.Lm (a) - Am (a) 'YJm (a)} 

A'm = 0=B'm 

where P = TTa 2 q =total load on the plate 

Thus the complete solution of eq. 6 is obtained in the following form 

w = W 0 + A0l 0 (P1r) + B0l 0 (P2r) 

00 

m=:!,4, G, ... 

where 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(28) 

(31) 

(31 a) 
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Bo' = !1 [P1
2 

lo" (P1a) + P1 * /1 (P,a)] . 
K cp (Pa) 

(31 h) 

cp (Pa) = {/0 (P1a) P2
2 10" (P2a)- 10 (P2a) P1

2 ! 0" (P1a)} 

Substitution of the values of the constants A 0', B 0', A 0, B0, Am and Bm into 
eq. 30 yields 

~ = (qc.ht4) [__!__ {l + l:Y!~~~~1(~~--~-~1 * /1 (P1a) J Io (P2r) 
n D KF cp (Pa) 

_ [P2
2 ! 0" (P2a) + P2 * /1 (P2a) J /0 (P1r)} 

cp (Pa) 

I:oo [fl-m (a) Im (P1r) - i\m (a) Im (P2r)] oJ J --- cos 111 
f3m (a) fl-m (a) - i\m (a) 7Jm (a) · 

m=2,4,G, •.. 

(32) 

As P1 -+0 and P2 -+0, eq. 32 reduces to 

Pa 2 1 { 1 + v ( nz) 
IV = W0 -f:- 2nD (3 + v) 2log 2 - 1 + 1 _ v 2log 2 - T2 

00 

\' [ 1 2 (1 + v) 
W m (m- 1) + m2 (m- 1) (1- v) 

m=2, 4, G, ••• 

(rfa)2 J (r)m } - ( + l) - cosmO m m a. 
(33) 

as obtained by Timoshenko [1] in the corresponding small deflection problem 
for a plate supported at two points on the boundary. 

The normalised constant a. can be determined from Eqs. 7 and 30. 
Since we are interested only in the lateral displacement w, the radial and 
cros~-radial displacements u and v have been eliminated by choosing suitable 
~xpressions for ~ and v, compatible with their l?oundarr conditic;ms ~ng 

I 
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integrating over the whole area of the plate. The radial and cross-radial 
displacements have been assumed in the forms 

u = E U(r) cos m8 

1) = £ V(r) sin mO 

(34) 

(35) 

subject to /the boundary conditions U (a) = V (a) = 0. Multiplying )5oth 
sides of the equation 7 by rdrd8 and integrating between the limits 0 to a 
and 0 to 27T, one gets '-

Ja J.,. rU' (r) cos m8 drd8 + j f.,. U (r) cos m8 drd8 

0 0 

a 21r a 211" 

+ f f 111 v (r) cos me drd8 + ~ J f I' G~Y drd8 
0 

a 2rr 

1 f J 1 (vw) 2 +- - - drd8 = 
2 • r v8. f a r~rr a2 h2 

. l2 rdrd8. 

After evaluating the integrals the following equation leading to a is obtained. 

00 

+ 1: [ A 2mP1 2 l- ~ a 2 U {lm-2 (Pla) + lm (P1a)}2 
Jll= 2. •J (;, ••• 

,) 

·'-"k.''r 

I 
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X 1!+1 (P1a)] + ~ I: t (~1y1ll+2n+2t • ~} • ~ 
n==O[ C=O 

"#e 

+ ~ ~ t ( ~2yrrt+2n+2t • ~} ~ + ~ AmB~P1P2 
n=oo t=o 

n#t 

435 

{ 

oo oo [ (P )m+2n-l (P )m+2t-l .[: L . •l T a2m+2n+2t 

X n=O.....Lt=o (2m+ 2n + 2t) I~!£.. F(m + n) F(m + t) 
n-,-t 

____! ___g a2m+2n+2t+2 (
p )m+2n+I (P )m+2t-1 

1 2 2 
T (2m+ 2n + 2t + 2) I~ It r (m + t) r (m + n + 2) 

n=o t=o 
n#t 

00 00 00 

2 r'f"(P2)2m+4n '\' '\"(p2)2m-12t1+2t } m2 
+ B m 1 LJ 2 cfl + W W 2 o/ 2 

n=O n=o t=o 
n#t 

{I:oo I:oo (p1)m+2n (p2)m+2t } m2J 
+2AmBm - - ·1• -. 2 2 ..,.. 2 

~I , .... :. -· ' 

(36) 
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where 

a2m+2n+2t+2 

cp =(2m+ 2n + 2t + 2) I~ I~ F(m + n) F(m + t + 2) 

a2m+4n 

c/>1 =(2m+ 4n) {I~ F(m + n + 1)}2 

a2m+2n+2t 

ifi =(2m+ 2n + 2t) I~ I~ F(m + n + 1) F(m + t + -1) · 

Thus the deflection, w is completely determined. The expressions for the 
bending ~nd twisting moment can now be determined. 

00 

+ L {P12Aml"m(P1r) +P2
2 Bmi"m(P2r)}cosm8 

tn=2 I 4:, G, ••• 

00 

+ ~- I.: [P1Ami'm (P1r) + P 2Bmi'm (P2r)] cos m8 
tn=2, ·1, r., ... 

1 

m=2,4, G, ••• 

(37) 

00 

+}. L {P1Am;lm' (P1r) + P2Bmlm' (P~r)} cos m8 
m=:!, 4, o, .•. 

00 L m 2 {Amlm (P1r) + Bmlm (P2r)} cos mB. 
M=2, 4, G, ••• 

t 
I 

{ 

/ 
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+ r [P1
2 Amlm" (P1r) + P 2

2 Bmlm" (P2r)] cos me}] 
tn=2, 4, 6, ••• 

(38) 

= 
Mr 0 = (1 - v) D [-}. L 111 {PIAmlm' (P1r) + P2Bmlm' (P2r)} 

m=2. 4,G, ••• 

00 

X sin me+ ~2 L m {Amlm (Plr) + Bmlm (P2r)} 

x sin me]. (39) 

The stresses can be calculated from the expressions 

(40) 

NUMERICAL. CALCULATION 

To obtain deflection for a given value of plate radius 'a' and foun
dation modulus 'KF' one has to start from the equation (36) with an assumed 
value of 'a' in order to obtain the corresponding value of the load function 
qa4/Dh. Once this relationship is obtained the corresponding deflection 
w/h can be calculated by eq. 32. For a = 50 mm, h = 0 · 75 rum, v = 0 · 3 
and AF = 80 deflections have been presented in Fig 2. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

An examination of the eq. 32 will reveal that the deflection (wjh) depends 
on AF, the plate radius ' a ' and on the value of the angle, e. For a given 
value of the load function eq. 32 can be written as 

(w (qa4) (w) (qa4) 
h \=(' = K 1 Dh ; Ji r=a = K 2 Dh (41) 

0=0 IJ=7r/2 

where K1 and K2 are two numerical constants, K2 being greater than K
1

• 

Because of 1:be reactive forces at the two points of support, deflections on 
the ·diameter at e = 0 will be less than those on the diameter at e = TT/2. 
Maximum deflection will occur at the boundary at e = ± TT/2. Deflections 
accordin~ to the linear theory have als<;> "Peen :plotted in Pi~. 2 an<;l it i§ 
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Fro. 2. Load deflection curve. 

clear that the errors of the linear theory increases as the load increases. 
In order to study t)le variation of moments, eqs. 37, 38 and 39 are plotted 
in Fig. 3 for various values of (rfa) and for the angles at which they become 
maximum. It is observed that the maximum bending moments, their 
magnitudes being unequal, are developed at r = 3aj4, e = ± TT/2 and the 
twisting moment is maximum at r = a, 8 = ± TT/4, ± 3TTj4. 

., 

As the plate must be in equilibrium on the supports, the foregoing ·:~ 
analysis for two simple supports represents the worst condition when the 
deflections and stresses are maximum for a given load function. With 
the increase in the number of supports, W1 in eq. 8 decreases. Fo~ an 
infinhely large number of supports, win eq. 8 will approach to w0 in the limit 
and the point of maximum bending moments will shift to the centre of the 
plate, (Mr)max being equal t? (Me}max in that case, 
. . 

' "\..._ 

, .. 
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u = 0"3 
I( = 80 r:: 
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~ 
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2 

FJG, 3. Moment curve. 

The present study can be extended to any number of supports, provided 
the support& are so chosen as not to disturb the equilibrium of the plate. 
For example, if three equidistant supports are chosen, z/!

1 
= 0, !f

2 
= 2rr/3, 

z/!3 = 4rr/3, the differen6al equations together with the boundary condition 
remaining unchanged. If the plate is clamped on the supports, the boundary 
conditions and the concentrated reactions at the supports will change 
totally demanding a separate investigation. 
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NOTATION 

The following symbols have been used in this paper : 
a = plate radius 

A0 ', A0 , B0', B0, Am, Bm =Constants 

D = :flexural rigidity of the plate 

E = Young's modulus 

e1 = first invariant of middle surface strains 

Ex + Ey in rectangular co-ordinates 

Er + Eo in cylindrical co-ordinates 

e2 = second invariant of middle surface strains 

h 

l 0 , lm 

K 

Ex€y- h!u in rectangular co-ordinates 

- €r € 9 in cylindrical co-ordinates in case 01 circular symmetry 

= plate thickness 

= Modified Bessel's function of the first kind and of the zero 

order and mth order respectively. 

= foundation reaction per unit area per unit deftectton 

··~ 
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KF ==== dimensionless foundation modulus = ~ a4
• 

M =moment 

q = uniform lateral load 

r, () = polar co-ordinates 

u, v = radial and crossradial displacements 

V1 = strain energy 

w = deflection in z-direction 

T 

€ 

y 

= direct stress 

= shear stress 

= direct strain 

= shear strain 

v = Poisson's ratio 

r = Gamma function . 
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for a bonded ·composite material, it should be assumed that inter
actions between constituent!!" occur between congruent particles. 
Since the constituents can ~ndergo individual motions, this as-' 
sumption implies that during any motion of the material, interac
tions between constituents occur between material particles which 
can occupy different spatial positions. This is in contrast to the 
usual continuum theories ·of mixtures, in which interactions be
tween constituents are assumed to ·occur .between material parti
cles which are spatially superimposed [3). 

In [2); the interaction force vector b between constituents was 
assumed to be a function of the relative displacement U(pmJ ;, X(pJ 

~ X(mJ between congruent particles. Assuming that it also depends 
upon the relative velocity U(pm) = X(p) - X(mJ introduces an inter
esting difficulty in that the component of. ~he relative velocity nor
mal to the line joining the congruent particles is not invariant 
under imposed rigid body rotations and thus does not satisfy the 
principle of material-frame indifference (PMI) [4). 

Formally, consider m~tions of the constitue11ts 
- .. 

= X(ml(X<mP t)' X(p> x<P>(x,P>, tl (4) X(m) 

related to the motions (3) by 

Xtml = QX(m) + c, x<P> = Qx<P> + c (5) 

where Q is an arbitrary orthogonal time-dependent linear transfor
mation and ci is an arbitrary time-dependent vector. The PMI re
quires that a- vector-valued constitutive variable v associated with 
the motion given by equations (3) be related to its value ii associ
ated with the motion given. by equations (4) by ii = 0 v. If this is 
·satisfied, vis said to be indifferent. · 

The relative displacement betw~en congruent particles is indif
ferent, 

(6) 

but the relative velocity is not. 

ii(Pml ':" Qfi<Pml + Qu<Pml · . (7) 

Let a decomposition <;~f il(pm) into indifferent (urpmJT)_ imd nonin
different (il(pm)N) parts be sought,3 U(pm) = U(pm)T + U(pm)N, stich 
that · · 

It is easy to show that equations .(8) are· satisfied if U(pml and 
U(pm)N are· the: components of U(pm) tangential and normal to U(pm)· 

For, defining 

l [:::::: ~~~:)] U(pm) if U(pm) 

U(pm) if U(pm) 0 

* 0 
' T u(l>ml = . (9) 

the transformation equation is 

(1~) 

and then' 

htpm/ = Utpm> - btpml T = Qu<pm/ + Qu<Pml. (11) 

It is also easy to see that the decomposition is unique. Thus inter
actions between congruent particles can depend only on the com
ponent U(pm)T of U(pm)· 

A physical picture which .helps to clarify this result is to imagine 

3 This is similar to the familiar decomposition of the velocity gradient into 
indifferent (deformation rate) and, nonindifferent (vorticity) parts. 
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BRIEF NOTES 
the congruent p~rticles of the two constituents to be connected by 
springs and dashpots. The dashpot (relative velocity dependent) 
forces do not depend on the relative velocity components normal 
to the lines joining the particles, but depend only on the tangential 
components. 

Assuming that the interaction force vector b and the stress t<m
sor in the elastic material l(mJ depend upon U(pm), U(pm)T ·and ihe 

·strain of the elastic material, the linearized isotropic three-dimen
sional forms of equations (1) and (2) are, in Cartesian tensor form, 

a2.z~m)k -. . 
Ptm> at2 . - f <rn>kJ.J + bk, 

where 

and 

f (m)kJ = ;\.(m)likJe(m)nn + 2Ji<m>Gmi~J' 

bk ·= !IU(pm)k + (] U(f>m)k T' 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

For one-dimensional compressional or shear wave motion, equa
tions (12)-(14) reduce to the form of equations (1) and (2). How

. ever, for more complicated motions, including combined com pres 
sion and shear, it_.is interesting to note that e'quations (12)-(14) are 
intrinsically. nonlinear due to the term ilrpm!kr, constituting what 

· might be called a geometric material ponlinearity. 
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S. Datta1 

Large Deflection of a Circular 
Plate on Elastic Foundation 
Under a Concentrated Load at 
the Center · 

Introduction 

. For moderately large deflections of thin plates, solutions of the 
differential equations for deflections and displacements become 
difficult because of their nonlinear character. Neglecting the sec
ond strain invariant of th~ middle surface strains, Berger [1]2 
solved the large deflection of circular and rectangular plates under 
uniform load with ease and sufficient accuracy. Following Berger's 
method many investigators [2-6] have solved various large deflec
tion problems and have obtained satisfactory results. 

Following Berger's method the large deflection of a clamped cir~ 

1 Head, Departfl\ent of Applied Mcchani :s, Jalpaiguri Govt. Engineering 
College, Ja!paiguri, W -Bengal, India. · 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of Note. 
Manuscript. received by ASME Applied Mechanics Division, May, 1974; 

final revision, January, 1975. 
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BRIEF NOTES 
cular isotropic plate resting o~ elastic foundation of the Winkler 
type has been investigated in this study for ·a concentrated load 
applied at the center. The l'esults have been experimentally veri
fied. 

Analykis ·. 
Using polar coordinates the governing differential equati_on for a 

circular plate of radius a, with a concentrated load P, ·at the center 
is given by . · : _ · 
. . K . 
. v 2(v2· -: a2)w + D w = 0 (except at the load point) (1) 

where a is a constant determined from 

(2) 

and 
d2 1 d. . 

. v 2 · = ....,....,.. + - • - · w = displacement 

. dr' r dr '· 

along z-direction.;·K =. fou~dation ~eaction per unit area per unit 
deflection; D = (EJi3/12(1 :,.. P2), E being the ~odulus of elasticity; 

.h is the ph!te thickness,.and ;, is Poisson's ratio. 
·consid:Cring the radial stress and shearing stress on a concentric 

circular area of radius r, the concentrated load pat the center, and 
since ~ and dw/dr a~e both zero at the center one gets 

' d [ 2 "2 1° p lim. Dr-d (V -a) w = -
2 r~o · r 11 

(3) 

s"olution of equation (1) can lie ta!Wn in the following convenient 
form 

. w = Al0(P1r) + BI0(P2r) -+ C[K0(P1r) - K 0(P2r)] (4) 

in which Io is the modified Bessel function of the fiz:~t kind::and 
zero order and Ko is the modified Bessel function of th,e ~~c~>nd 
kind and zero order 

P1 2 + p2- a.2· p2p2 
2- •_1.2 

·K 
D 

A B · ~nd C a~e ,constants to be determined from the boundary 
_ c~ndlticins. Clamped edge boundary conditions are · 

. · . (dw) 
(w), •• = 0 = dr ,,. 

Considering equations, (3) _and (4) one gets 

Consid.ering equations (4) and (5) one gets 

--'I' -- 1/J ~ ''~· . ~1 J A~CT;B=C~-
where 

>!- = K1(P1al Pl/o(Pza)- Ko(Pla) Pzll(Pza) 
•/• = PzltU12a)lo(Ptal - Ptl1(P1a)loP2a): 

.. .j-1 = Ko(P2alPtll(Pln)- Kt(P2alP2lo(P1a) 

-Thus 

is determined completely. 
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(5) 

(6) 

Setting r -+ 0 in equation (4) one gets the maximum deflection 
w o, at the center of. the plate, 

(7) 

To determine the displacement u, one gets from equation. (2) 

a2h2r2 lJ (d;,o) 2 ur = --- - - - rdr + K' · . 24 2 dr (8) 

where I\'c is the con~tant of integration. After evaluating the inte
grals a!ld using the boundary condition u -+ 0 as r ..... a, the equa
tion determini~g-·u· may be obtained. Also as r -+ 0, u -+ 0 from 
symmetry. Thus the equation for 01 is obtained as 

a.2h2a2 
'12 

== A2pt.2[aloCP,a)I/Pla) + _21 lt2(Ptal~2 - _21 Io2(Ptala2] 
. . Pt. 

-+-n2p·2:falh(Pza)It(Pza> + .!1 z(p) 2 _ ! 1 2(P > 2l 2·l .P2 2_t_2aa 2o 2aaj 

' + C2p'i2 [ia21{1 2(P;a)·- ~K02(P1a)a 2 - ;
1 
K 0(P1a)K1(P1a)] 

+ _c2p/[~~2K1 2(P2a) - -~K02 (P;a)a2 - ;
2 
K0(P2a)Kt(P2a)J 

w 

+.. ~~B;~~~~· [P2:1:r(P1a)/0(P2a) - P 1I1(P2a)/0(Pta)) 

. -2Clp·p· .· · . 
""'_ .P;2 }·p12 (?1K 1(P2a)K0(P1a) .- PzK1(P1a)K9(P2a)] 

~.'::~f~1~21 [P211(P1a)K0(P2a) + P1K 1(P2a)/o(P1a)] 
. '\...-}<:• . 1· ---~~F:~~:~ [P1/ 1(P2a)K0(P1a) + P2K 1(Pta)I0(P2al] 

, +:.:B¢fP2
2a 2{11(P2a)K1(P2a) + 10(P2a)Ko(P2a)} 

- P2a {I1(P2a)K0(P2a) - 10(P2a)K1(P2a)}] 

-:-.AC[P1
2a 2{I1(P1a)K1(P1a) + /0(P1a)K0(P1a)} 

P 1a{/1 (P1a)K0(P1a) - / 0(P1a)K1 (P1a) }] 

+ 2ACP1~ + 2BCP2
2 + AC _ BC 

p22 - pt2 Pz2 - P/· 
2 r Pz

2 + P1
2 !:.1.] - c r + p2 2 - p12 log. p2 (9) 

If p 1 -+ 0, Pz -+ 01 or P1 -+ 01, P2 -+ o: one gets from equation (6) 

r ( /J0(a.a) - 1- lo(a.r) 
1r2 D a a/1 aa L 
+ J0(ar)a.aK1(a.a) + a.a/1(a.a) log • .(~) 

+ K0 (a.r)a.al1 (aa~ (10) 

and equation (9) also reduces to 

[ ~Dah2 l 2 = t-y-+-----;.~:,(_a,a...,)6-;---::--;;;--;-..,---,---;:; ., J log a.a _ I 0(a.a) '+ a.aK1(a.a) - 2 
e 2 a.a/1 ( a.a) 

·_ ! {Io(a.a) - 1} 21 (ll) 
2 /1(a.a) J 
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A- TEST PIECE. 
, 9- LOAO SPINil.f. 

C-lOAD PAN. 
0-0EFLECTION GAUGE. 

0 

Fig. 1 · Experimental apparatus lor load deflection leal 

Equations (10) a~d(ll) are the· results obtained by Basuli. [5J. · 

Experlmeit~al and Theoretical Results 
. Deflections of a 0. 75-mm thick mild steel plate were measured 
experimentally using sand ·as foundation material. The sketch of 
the apparatus used is shown in Fig. ·1 and is self~explanatory. The 
value of the nondim.ensional foundation modulus, KF = (K/D)a4 

for sand used was determined experimentally to be 430. 
The' theoretical.results according to Berger's approximate meth

od and experimental results both for KF = 0 arid KF = _430 have 
been presented in Fig. 2. Results according to Timoshenko and 
Krieger [7) and Schmidt [8) corresponding to KF = 0 have also 
been presented for comparison in the same graph. It is -observed 
that results- obtained from Berger's method approach more closely 
toward the practical values and the error fncreases progressively 
with the intrease of load function. . 
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Motion of a. Stretched String 
,:..oaded by an Acc~~erating 
Forc~1 · · -

M. J. Sagartz2 aild M. J. Forrestal2 

The use ·of explosives to simulate disiributed impulse loads ~n 
various structural shapes has recently motiv~ted several an\llytical 
solutions for the respon1;e of structures ~o moving forces traveling· 
·at a constant. velocity. Solution_s are avaiiable for str~tched strings 
[1-3],3 beams [4, 5], and ·circular· rings [6]. A recently developed 
rocket-propelled trolley facility at Sandia Laboratories, Alb~quer
que motivated this analysis. Unlike the problems which have forc
es moving at constant velocity, the trolley is propelled at-nearly 
constan_t acceleration along a steel cable_· suspended between. two 

1 This work was supported by_ the U._ S. Atomic_ Energy Commission. , . 
2 Shock Simulation Department, Sandia_Laborlltaries, Albuquerque, New 

Mexico. . Mems. ASME · · 
3 Numbers in brackets designate References at _end of Note. . 
Manuscript received by ASME Applied Mechanics Division, December, 

1974; final revision, Februa_ry, 1975. 
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mountain peaks. Ip order to estimate the cable motion, a wave so· 
lution for the response of a pinned end, semi-infinite stretched 
string loaded by a force_ moving at constant acceleration is derived. 

·Analysis 
A wave solution is obtained by employing Laplace and Fourier 

transform techniques, and the definitions for the integral trans
forms given in [7) are adopted. For purposes of analysis the string 
is considered infinite, and an image load ls included in the equa
tion of motion to _satisfy the pinned end boundary condition. The 
equation of motion is 

pa2y/&t?- _::. T& 2y/&x2 = P{J(x- at2/2) ·- Po(x + aP/2) 

(1) 

where p is mass per unit length, T is tension, y is deflection, t is 
tiroe, .:t is the axial coordinate measured positive to the right, P is 
the force magnitude, a is the constant acceleration, and' o is the 
Dirac delta function. The response is evaluatec;l for positive x, and 
the second term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is the image 
load. The transformed solution is 

- -PJ~ exp·[-s(2a/a))(e· 11a- e 11 Q) 
y*(~, s) da 

- P .a (2a/a)t12(s2 + c2E2) 
(2) 
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THERMAL BUCKLING OF SOME HEATED PLATES PLACED ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION 

s. DATT;A 

Jalpaiguri Gove~nm~nt Engineering College, Jalpaiguri 

(Receivea 2 December, 1974} 

Thermal buckling of a heated equilateral triangular plate· and a clamped elliptic plate placed on elastic foundation 
has been .investigated. The boundary of the plate is transformed conformally onto the unit circle. The critical buckling 
temperature is obtained with the help of error f~nction . 

C' 

Thermal buckl.ir).g of thin: elastic plates is . of much ·practical importance in moder~· engineering . 
N owackil has discussed the thermal ~uckling of a rectangular plate under different boundary conditions. 
Mansfield2 hgs investigated the buckling and curling of a heated thin circular plate of constant thickness. ' 
Klosner & Forray3 · have studied the thermal buckling of simply supported plates under ·sYJilmetrical 
temperat'ure distribution. · \ . 

· Stability of thin elastic plates having exotic boundaries subjected to hydrostatic in-plane lo~~;ding can 
e:tsily be investigated with the help of approximate techniql):es such as colloaation, finite difference, finite 

~ ebments; etc. La lira & Shahady4 have shown that it is convenient _to conformally transform the given 
domain onto a simpler one, i.e., the unit circle and the boundary oonditio:ns can then be satisfied identically. 

a 

· .in this p~per thermal buckling of a ~eated equilateral .triangular plate and a clamped elliptic plate 
placed on elastic foundation has been investigated. ·The foundation is assumed to: be of t·he Winkler type. 
The boundary bas been transformed conformally onto the 'lmit· circle and solution has been obtained with. 
~the help of error function. · .. 

NOTATIONS 

The following not~tions have been vsed in this paper : 

Bn, Bm = constants ; 

D -:- flexural rigidity pf the plate = 

E =lYoung's moduius; 
h . plate thickness ; .· 

h 

Np = rlEJ?: Tdz; 
--2-

T --:-·temperature ; 

12 (1- v2) ' 

u, v = displacement in x and y direction respectively ; 
w = deflection normal to the I?Jiddle plane of the plate ; 
K1 = foundation reaction per unit area per unit deflection ; 

ct = coefficient or'lineam thermal expansion. ' 

TH-E OR~ 

Let us consider a plate of thickness, h, subjected to a temperature 
dent of x andy, bu~ varies arbitrarily through the thickness, i.e.,, 

distribution T which is indepen-

I i=TW ~-, . 

The plate is subjected to no external load and motion of all supports ·in the plane of the plate is P!'~; 
vented. It justifies then, that, under the above condi~ion there are no displacemen,ts in the pla~e of the 
plate, i.e., · 

~ ...:__ v.'·_: 9 •.;, 
H9 

/ 
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· . On the above propositions the difft\rential equation for the displace;ment5 is 

D \74 W + N_P \72 W = 0. 
1-v 

- .-r 

For a plate pl~ced.' ~n elastic !ound~ti~n--having-th~ fo~'ud~tio~ re~ction, K1, (1 )-~eco:nies 

Eq. (2} ;may _be written as 
.I 

!·· 

.ri_v4 W.+ ·,ivp 'v~~+-K1 w o 
_ · · · 1--v ,. - ·· . _:·: ·. 

P 2 p. 2 ---"-·. K1 . 
1_2:- D. 

P 2 + p2- · Np · 
. 1:- - 2 -- ·n (1- v). 

' -

· If z = :v + iy, z ·= x /" ifF Eq. (3) changes into 
I • • • ~ -, • 

[I 

: { 4 . 2z
2 

.. :z- ·t _p~2-)(r -a;2a~~ _+Pl)~- - o 

~ 

, --· 
' 

~ (1) 

(2) 

(3) 
' 

.., 

{~) 

(5) 

,.._. 

W) 

. c- Let .z _ -f.( g) be the analytic fin1ction which maps_ the given shape in the e-~laqe onto a uni~ circle.· . 
• -

0 
0 

• •, ' ! I 0 ' • 

0 

• 0 

0 
: 

0 
0 , 

0 
' ~ , '- o l' J 

0 

. ::Thus (6) trahs~or1Il;s. into :comple~ eo-or~inates as · :: , , ·-

!} ... 

(7) 

.- Eq. (7) is wr!ttep.. as. 

.(8) 

iri which 

~ . ! Bn [r - (g l)n l. ,--

·~ : :. (9) 

n=l 

Clearly the above form of W satisfies -the edge condition W =· 0 at r == 1. Putting_ (9) in (8) one 
gets the error function,-,Er,O. Galer.kin's proce~ure nrquires that th,e·error function to be orthog~nal over 
the domain, i.e., 

(n-: 1, 2, ...... . K). (10)-
'·' 

. 

. . . " ' 

· · This · gener_ates (K_ X K) determinant,a~ equapion, Tne lowest root of this gives the critical bt~ckling · 
'tem-perature. · · - , . . , . .' . . · · 

. . - ' ., ~ ' ~ -· •" 

_(I) Let U.s consider. a~ equUateral triangular plate 9f.side, 2a,- and plaQed :ov an eJasti9 foundation.·_.· 

· To solve the differential· (8) let, us put ,, . 

. (11) . 
. . l2Q 

'.:! _ .. 

: .L /: . '· .• 
..· 

,•'I 

l • .. 

;:~'{" 
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,· 

From (8) one gets 

(v2 + >.I
2

) wl = o 
(\7 2 + .\22) W2 = 0 

For the edge conditio:~?- W = 0 along the boundary, let 
' K . K 

W2 ~ 2 Bn [ 1 :____ •(g [)n l = 2Bn (1 -- r2n! 
n=l . n=1 

It is sufficient to solve either (12) or (13.). The mapping function 

. [ 1 5 4 J z = 1·1352 a g + - g4 + - e + - glo . 6 63 . 81 

maps an equilateral triangular plate a unit circle in the g-plane. . ' ' 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) ' 

With this mapping function putting (14) in (13) and reme;q:thering g = ·f'eiiJ one gets the re
quired error function. After evaluating the integra] g"iven by (10) and taking K=2, the following deter
minant is obtained. . \ 

5.\22 4 
~-3 

4.\22 - 2 
15 . 

=0 '(16). 

S?lving (16) for tb.e lowe3t roJt, on<:l g<3ts th'} cribical buckling temperature. 

_ 1 _ v [ 5 · 8 Kr(1·1352 a)2 J 
(N'l'b- D ( ) (1·1352 a)2 - 5·8 D (17) 

(II) Let us consider an e_llipt_ic_ plate ~-aving ce~tre at the o~igin. Let h he the thickness of the plate. 
For clamped edge boundary conditiOn let us take W m the followmg form. 

K , 

W= 2Bn[1-(gg)ny . (18) 
n=1 

Clearly 

For the ellipse 

mapping function \, 

(19) 

maps the above ellipse, a unit circle in the g-plane. ·With this mapping function putting~(18) 
in (8) and remembering g = 1·ei8 on~ gets the required error function. After evaluating the 
integral given by (10) and taking K. · 2, the following determinant is obtained. 

32 - _2 ( \ 2 + \ 2 ) + .\I2 
.\2

2 
256 4 ( \ 2 -1- \ 2 ) 33 

3 3 "I " 2 10 15 - - 5 "I -, /\2 + 70 .\l .\,l 

~- __!_ '(· .\ 2 + ,\ 2 ) + ~ .\ 2 .\ '2 
5632 

- _!_ ( .\ 2 + .\ 2) + __!__?_'!__ .\ 2 ,\ 2 
15 5- I ' 2 576 1 2 105 3 I ' 2 315 I 2 

=0 

(20) 
121 
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Solv1u'g (20) for the lowest r~ot, the cr!tical buckling temperature is o,btained as 

\' 

(21) 

. c o:Nc.L us.xo.N· ·- '·~ 

· Solut~~ns obt~in~d in this ~tudy- are only approximate, because only the first term of the mapping 
function is considered and K is taken to be. 2. More accurate results are· obtained· by conside;ring the 
remaining terms ·of the mapping function and taking K more than 2. Solution _of the eigenvalue J?robiem 
governing .. the stability of the thin elastic plates having various configurations~ such as regular polygonal 
shape, circulB:r ,boun9:ary with .fla,t sides, epit:r;ochoidarboundary etc. is easily accomplished withjhe help. 
of the complex variable theo~y applied in this study. · · 

' ' . . '. --. . ' 

· · The author _wishes to th~nk Dr~ B. -B~~erjee 9f the Ja1paiguri Governm~nt Engine~ring College; J alpa'i
guri for his help and guidance in preparati~n ~f this paper. · · · . ' · · . . . . . . . _ 
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LARGE DEFLECTION OF A TRIANGULAR ORTHOTROP_IC PLATE ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION . . 
S. DATTA 

·Jalpaiguri Governimint- Engineering College, Jalpaiguri 

(Receivetl 30 July 1974) 

· Large deflection of an equilateral· :triangular orthotropic plf!-t'e, resting on elastic· foundation has been solved for a 
uniform load throughout the plate. General expressions for deflection and bending moment at a particular point 
have been obtained and the limiting values of the theoretical results have been verified with the knowri results for 
small deflection and without any elastic foundation of the corresponding isotropic plate. Theoretical results have also 
been presented in the form of graphs. , · _ · 

- , . I 

Triangular reinforced concrete slabs are sometimes used as bottom slabs of bunkers. Thus the design· 
of this type of structure is of practical interest for Defence. These slabs may rest freely on soil or sand and 
generally are subjected to a uniform load.· Ifthe'th~ckness of the slab is.small compared to the other dimen-

_· sioris, then it may be regarded as a thin orthotropic'plate resting on elastic foundation and subjected to a 
uniform load. Within the elastic limit, the deflection of such plates may be la:J;ge, i.e., the deflection is on 
the order of the thickness of the plate. When a plate undergoes large qeflection, three differential equations 
for displacement and deflection may be ~ritten, but it is usually difficult to obtain solutions of these equa- · 
tions because of their non-linear character. - · 

. Vari~us problems ofla~ge deflections of thin plates not-resting on, elastic foundation have been examined 
by Wayl, Levy2 and many other authors. But the methods used by them involve and -require 
considerable computation. Berger3 suggested that the strain energy due to the second ~train invariant 
of the middle surface strains may be neglected in analysing large deflection· of plates having·axis symmetric 
deformation. Berger's method r~duces computation and although no complete.explanation of this method 
is offered in, Berger has shown that the deflections ari.d stresses obtained for circular pia tes under uniform load 
are in good agreement with those found in practical analysis. Since then numerous problems have been 
solved with remarkable case and satisfactory approximation by using this method. Iwinski and Nowinski4 . 
generalised the procedure of Berger to 'orthotropic plates and found out the de:fl.ections of circular and 
rectangular plr tes under uniform load and various boundary conditions. By using this approximate method 
. Banerjees obtained deflections of a circular orthotropic plate under a concentrated load at .the centre. 

i- Berger's technique of negleching the second· strain invariant in the middle plane has been applied by 
Sinha6 to dehermine large deflechion of circular and rectangular plates urider uniform load and resting 
on elastic fol'mdation. - -

In this paper large deflection of an equil~teral triangular orthotropic piate, such ~s reinforced concrete, 
resting on elastic foundation has been solved for a uniform load throughout the plate. Foundation is assumed 
to be such that its reaction i!> proportional to the deflection of the plate. 

N 0 TAT I .0 N s -. 
a -~ one-half of the length of eaoh side of the plate
e1 = first invariant of middle surface_ strains 

. = e;u + E9 .in rectangular.coordinates.~.. ·: 
h :.__ plate thickness :-, · 

K = foundation reaction per unit :'!rea· p~r -g.nit _deflection-

. KF = non-dimensional foundation modul~~ = ! . a4 

q = uniform lateral load , 
U 0 V =.displacement along X andy direction_ respectively 

v, vl ·= strain energy 
w = deflection m z-dixection 
e = dixect strain 

r = shea~ straiJ:l 

' . 
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FORMULA~ION OF PROBLj~ 

_For moderately large deflections, the strai~ displacement relationships are ) ~ . 

. - :_ .-__?!!:_ + .. __!__ ( ~ )2· 
· e,. · · a a!' · . 2 · (fx · 

. ~--

(1). 

Ey_-_· -. -~~;. +,~ + c :; r (2) 

and 

au· av aw 
ay + ax + ax· 

(JW ·--oY -'YX~J. = (3) 
.. , 

Neglecting the second middle surface strain invariant, the 'strain energy due to bendi:rig and 
stre~hing_ of the middle surface of the plate of thickness, h, can be written as , . . , . , . 

' . . .. ' . . . . ( 

in"which 

. v_l = .! JJf Dx ( ::~. Y+2D~. ~~ .+ Dy ( ~~ r + 4 Dxy ( 3:
2

~y 'f+ / 
• r < "' • 

-K2- Dy 
1 -. Dm 

' . 

,_ 

and E'~ , E'1J• E", and G are constants to ~haracterise the elastic proper~ies of the material. 
' . 

. c(5) 

(6)' 

. (7). 

By adding the potential energy of the uniform normal load; 'q' and of the foundation reaction, K 
to the energy expression (4), the modified energy expression is obta~ned as follows: _ 

V = + f f[ Dx ( ~:~-r + 2Dt . ;:~~ +Du c ~; r + 4Dxu ( 3;
2

; y ;t- ~ 
. + J?x ~; e2

1 J dm~ ~ J J qw' _dx4y.+ + JJ K w2
_ dxdy .(8) 

According to the principle of minimum potential energy, the displacements satisfying '-the equili
brium conditions make the potential energy V · minimum. In 9rder for the integral of equation (8) 
to be an extremum, its integrand_ F, must satisfy'the following Euler's. variational principle·: 

! • ',. 

- 3F a ( aF ). aJ( aF )· · a2 
( aF ) a2 

( aF )- - a2 
-( ali' ): 

{3W -·()X 8W" - CJY ()Wy + (JW2 C!Wa::~: . + 3Y2 3Wyy_ + 8XiJY . CJW~~:!I =. O (9) 

.. 2_ .. ·( aF) := o (10) 
a.x . (J'Ua;' . 

and 

(ll) 

Applying (10) and (11) to. (8) · respectively, we get 
. - \ .. 

:x (el) = 0 (12) 
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DATTA: Deflection of a Triangular Orthotropio Plate 

Thus 
' (13) 

e1 = 0, (14) 
a normalised constant of integration to be determined. Applying (9) to (8) and considering (14), we ~et 

\15) 
Introducing the notation 

Equation (15) can be written as 

a
4 

w +K 2 a
4 

w + 2 · H" ~ w 12 a ( a2 w 32 w ) 11. q 
a.x

4 1 
iJ y4 DJ; • ax2 CJy2-~ 8 x2 · +K1 - CJY2 + Dx ~·jjx 

For a slab with two-way reinforcement in the directions x andy, H can be taken as7 

Introducing now 
H= (Dr» Dy)! 

Equation (16) is reduced to the form 

(
Dill )t Yt = Y -Dy {17) 

(\72 - ct.2) \72 w + ~ w = __!£_ 
Dz · Dz (18) 

in which 2 120 . ' 
(X=-

. h,2 
and 

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 

Let the plate be in the form o£ an equilateral 
·triangle, A.BO (Fig. 1) having each side of length 2a. 
Let the centroid 0 be the origin, X-axis and Y
axis perpendicular and parallel to the base BO res
pectively. If xv y1 be the cartesian coordinates of any 
point, p, within the triangle p1 p2 p

3 
be the three 

perpendiculars from P on CA., A.B and BO respe9-e--------;-------.._,c tively, and 'f be the radius of the inscribed circle, then 

aca 
P _ ... + :_1 _ Yt V 3 

. l-• 2 2 

X 

Fig. 1- Equila.teral triangular orthotropic plate. p = r + ~ +Ytv3 2 
2 2 '· 

. ll7 



. Pa = "- ml' 
P1 + P 2 + P 3 = 3r = y3a = K2 = constant, 

and 

Using the trilinear Coordinates8 p1, p2, p3 the deflection w can be taken in the form· 

00 

_ ~A [ 0 2n7T P1 0 2n7TP2 0 2n7T P3] 
w - ~ 11 SlU K2 + Sill K2 + SID [{2 

n=l · 

where An = a ,·oonstanto · 

The above form of w ·.satisfies the :following-boundary conditions of simply support~d e~ges :. 

w = 0 at P1 = 0; _P2 :-:- 0, P3 = () 

Expanding the transverse uniform load q, into Fourier Sine series 

q! 
n=l 

and substituting (19) and (20) into (18), we get 

·To determine cto, Equation (6) is transformed into x1 , y1 coordinates in theJollowing form 
. c.. /\ 

r:t.
2h2 

(}U ! 3V 1 ( ~W ) 
2 1 ( (JW ) / '\ _, 

12 = ax1 + (Kt) 'JY1 + 2 2Xt + 2 2YI · . ,· .. 

The boundary conditi~ns ~ri u and v are 

. ' 

u = 0 at P 3 = 0 

v3 v + u = 0 at p2 = 0 

v'3 v- u = 0 at P1 = 0 

I 

'· "' ......... 

The following forms of u and v satisfy the above borlndary_c~~ditions: :· ---

m which :B~ ~s a const~nt; 

II~ . 

f. 

(19) 

' ; . 

(20) . 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

. (24) 

(25) 

' (2~) 

(27) 

t 
t 
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DATTA : Deflection of a Triangular Orthotropic Plate 

Substituting the expressions for u, v and w into (22) and integrating over the whole area of the plate, 
the fpllowing equation,determining oc is obtained: 

00 

oc2'h,2 = ~ .. 3 An2 n2 7T2 

12 ~ K 2
2 (28) 

n=l 

Thus w is completely determined in the following form in x, y coordinates 

[2. (1 x) 2n7Ty . w = An _Sill 2n 7T --:--3 + -2 . 1 - cos '"l 177 + Sill 
v3a -vK1 a J'sa ) J (29) 

If D,; = Dy = D, oc-+ 0, and K = 0, (19) and (21) give the deflection equation for an isotropic plate not 

resting on the elastic foundation in the following form : 

' 
2n 7T P2 +sin +sin 

K2 
(3f) 

The corresponding equation a.s o':>tainecl by S. Woinow3ky-Krieger for a plate having each side of length 

2a . 
V3 IS 

w = _q_ [ xs -3y2x -a (x2 + y2) + __!.._ aa J ( 49 a2-x2-yz) 
64aD 27 

At the origin (PI= P 2 = P 3), w is given by (30) as 
Oo 

27 q a4 ~ 1 . . 2n 7T 

w = -87T5D ~ ns Sill -3-
n.=l 

qa4 
·OJ9-

D 

(31) 

(32) 

which is numerically equal to that obtained from (31) for the ]J!ate having each side of lengbh 2a as 

qa4 qa4 
(w)x=y=O = 108D = ' 009 D 

N U ME R I C. A L C A L C U LA T I 0 N 

To Cl).lf'ulate deflection atany point within the plate, we have to start from (28) with a.n assumed value of 

4 

(ot a) leading to the corresponding value of the load function b:h . Once this relationship is obtained, the 

corresponding deflection can be obtained from (19) with the help of (21). 

At the origin maximum deflection is obtained and is given by 

. 2n 7T 

4 ~ sm-3-

~ ! · ( · b".h ) .~ n I 16 ~ n' + h' n; oc'a' 

in which the non-dimensional foundation modulus 

K a4 

K =-
D,. 

(33) 

(34) 

For KF =' 0 and KF - 10(l graphs are plotted in Fig. 2 showing the deflection ~ at the centroid 

of the' plate against the loads. Fig 2. also contains a graph plotted according to the linear theory. 
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Fig. 2-· Deflection curve. 
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CONCLUSION 

From Fig. 2 it is clear that· de;ign · calc~u~tions. · 
should be ma~e according to the non-linear theor;t', 
because deflections calculated according· to sirudl de~- ·, 
:flection theory will be far from the actual-values for 
higher values of load function. The effect of the foun
dation is to reduce the deflection for a given value of . 
load function. .Gt' 

Because the deflection, w, has been deterini~ed, 
ben¢ling moments and stresses can be computed easily. 
The bending moments ·Mx and My at the centroid 
of the plate are obtained as 

. 2n 1T 

c . .-:,·-
'-:.· 

oo · nsm-3 
4 (1-1- •J qa' 6 [ _1.6----o~-4 _n4_ + 4 172 n; r~.2 a2 M,)J= 

+K J (35) 

My= K 1 M"' (36) 

vc is the Poisson's ratio for concrete.· 

For isotropic plate'witho.ut elastic foundation and undergoing sm'1ll deflection vc v, K 1 _ 1, 
-- . -

KF = '0, r~. -+ 0 and for a plate having each side of length~~ , (35) and (36) lead to' 

M(JJ = My . (I + v) 

which is the s~me result obtained by Timoshenko7• 
. ' . 

q a2 
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Buckling of a non-homogeneous rectangular plate on 
elastic foundation 

.S. Datta* 

' Critical buckling conditions of a non-homogeneous simply supported rectangular plate under the action of 
combined bending and compression .and placed on an elastic foundation are h.vestigated with the help of the 
error function. Results obtained are presented in the form of graphs. 

Critical buckling conditions of homogeneous thin plate is assumed to vary exponentially and the foun
rectangular plates subjected to combined bending •. \lation is taken of the Winkler"' type. Results obtain
and compression were investigated by Timosbenko ed have been presented in the form of graphs. 
and Gere1, Johnson and Noel2, and many others. 
The object of this paper is to use error function to 
obtain the approximate solutions in the case of 
buckling of a non-homogeneous thin rectangular 
plate under tLe action of combined bending and 
compression in the middle plane of the plate. The 
plate is placed on an elastic foundation ~nd is simply 
supported. Brad1ey3 used finite differenc~ approxi
mations to the governing differential equations to 
investigate stability of equilateral triangular plates. 
There are other numerical methods for the solutions 
of these types of buckling problems. But these 
methods are time consuming. 

Since the governing differential equation obtained 
in this paper cannot be exactly solved, approxin1ate 
solutions have been sought with the help of error · 
function and by applying Galerkin's principle. It is 
observed that the results obtained from th1s method 
for the homogeneous plate not resting on foundation 
·are in good agreement with the known results obtain
ed by strain energy method. Flexural rigidity of the 

ANALYSIS 

·Consider a simply supported rectangular plate of 
varying flexural rigidity, and along ·whose sides 
x = 0 and x = a (Fig. 1) distributed forces, acting 
in the middle plane of the plate are applied. The 
intensity of the forces are given by the equation 

Nx = No ( 1 - a: i ) (1) 

where No is the intensity of compressive force at edge 
y = 0 and <X is a numerical factor. Tl1e, plate i; 
placed on an elastic foundation having the reaction, 
K1 per unit area per unit deflection and is subjected 
to a unirorm transverse load, q. 

The governing differential equation of equilibrium 
of an element of the plate not resting on foundation 
is (Timoshenko and Krieger5) 

rPMx _ 2 ~Mxy + rPMy = _ 
ox~ axoy 8y2 ( +qNx ~;~ ) (2) 

------------~~--~~------~~------~----~~~~---------
*Assistant Professor and Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering;- Jalpaiguri Government Engineering College, 
Jalpaiguri. 
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J 

(3) 

D being the flexural rigidity, 'I the Poisson's ratio, and 
w the deflection in z-direction.- Substituting Eq. (3) 
in Eq. (2) and observing that the flexural rigidity is a 
function of th~ co-ordinates x and y, one gets the 

. differential equation of equilibrium for a plate resting 
on elastic foundation 

. . f iJ2D iJ2w iJ2D azw 
V

2 
(D\7

2
w)- (1-'1) i_ax2. ~- 2 oxoy ";Bxoy 

c2D B2w} , ·a 2w + ByZ ox2 - + Klw = q- + Nx ox2. (4) 

For simply supported edges the deflection can be 
represented by the double series·, 

00 00. 

w ""' "'-' c" ' .. m'Trx . n·ny = ~ ~ rnn Sill -c;-sm-b-
m=l n=l 

. ··. 

As the fie1uial rigidity is variable, -ief :-

D = Do e-2"'1 xta 

where Do and -~1 are co~sta~ts. ~ . . .. , ... 

... , · .. ,,.:' 

(5) 

-~ . 

(6) 

Eq. (5) is an approximate solution of Eq. (4) and 
therefore substitution ofEq. (5) into Eq. (4) results 
in the .foiiowing eiTor function, E(x,y) 

, [{( m-rr)z ( ll7T )2}z E<x,y>. = Cnn Do _ a + b 

. m7TX . I17TY C K . m-rrx . nrry 
X Sill a Sill~+ mn 1 Sill -;-sm b-q 

·_ Cmn No(:'" r (I - ~ y) sin m;x sin n~y 
(7) 

Acco"rding to Galer kin's principle, the following con
dition is imposed on the error function, £(",.,,1 

a b 

f f E(x,y) W (x,y.) .. dx dy =· 0, 
0 0 : : ·-.. · -~ 

(8) 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (8) and observing tha~ 

b 

f 
. . b2 

y sin z~y sin 1~Y dy = 4 for i = j = Ofor 
0 

i =I= j and i ± j an even number 

4b2 ij ' . .. 
= - - 2-(-:z---.. 2) 2 for r-=F 1 

.. 7[ .l -1 

and i ± j an odd number 

one gets the foiiowing 

I6'~o:' · ,s· 

00 

- . -~ ni · }] 
2 . . .. Cml . ( 2 . ·zu ·= 0 
.7f . . . . . n -:-1 "J 

(9) 

n~l i · 

Where the r;tondimensional founda,tion :tnodulus, 

KF = Kb:4 

and n ± i is al~ays ~dd. 

Taking n = i, "the deflection, W js obtained from 
Eq. (9) 

00 00 

W = I6qa
4 

"" '"' I 
Do L. L_.mn 

·.m-1 n~l 

where, 

S!·n.m7T~ . n-rry ----a- sm b-x 

(10) 
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From Eq. (9) the critical buckling condition is ob_tain
ed when 

~ [ i n2a2 )2 ,L. Cmn 7T
2 \m2 + V 

n-1 

(11) 

The plate may buckle in such 'a way that there can be 
several half-waves in the direction of compression 
but only one half-wave in the perpendicular direction. 
For one half wave buckling m = 1, for two half
waves buckling m = ·2 and so on. 

.· If the plate buckles in one half-wave, one gets 
from Eq. (11) by taking m=l a system of equations 
of the following kind 

(12) 

where acr = (No)cr/h, h being the plate thickness. 

The lowest root of the determinental equation thus 
formed will yield the critical buckling load. From 
the first approximate -lowest root, one gets by 
taking n = I 

, 1r2Do 
t1cr = K-b2h- (13) 

where 

K = I-~/2 [ 2~t0~::1i) {1r2 
( ~ + ~ r 

- 4«i ( :: + v)}+ :~ ~: J 

Thus the buckling load·is a function of a/ban<;{ the 
foundation modulus, Kp. 

For or. = 0, the critical buckling load, acr is obtained 
from Eq. (11) by taking n = I 

(14) 

where 

For homogeneous material, Do ~ D when oi1 - 0. 
Setting or.1 ~ 0 in Eq. (13) one gets the critical buckl
ing load for a homogeneous plate. on elastic founda
tion for one half-wave buckling 

(I6) 

I [( b !!. )z Kp ~] where K = I,-or./2 a+ b + 77, a• 

For Kp=O, Eq. (16) is the result obtained by Timo
shenko and Gere1 . Form half-waves buckling, Kin 
Eq. (I6) can be expressed 

(17) 

The ratio. a/b for whi~h crcr becomes a minimum for 
uniform compression is obtained from Eq. (15) and 
denoting this ratio by (a/b)cr, one gets for a homo
geneous plate 

(18) 

and for a nqnhomogeneous plate · 

(
.!!:...) - [m4 + KF . 2ocl(7T2m2+or.i)_ 4or.~~]lf4 
b cr- 1r6m2' (1-e 2"'1) 772 

(19) 

The ratio afb at which the transition from m tom+ 1 
half-waves buckling occur can also be computed 
from Eq. (I5). For homogeneous plate under uniform 
compression, transition from one to 'two half-waves 
occurs when 

..!!._= (4 - KF )114 
b 7T4 
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and transition from two to three half-waves occurs where 
when 

Eq. (13) gives satisfactory results for small values of 
ex. An improved result is obtained by taking two equa
tions of the system Eq. (12) with coefficients C11 and 
C12 and setting tlie determinant equal to zero. Thus 
for one half-wave buckling 

where 

and 

7T
2Do 

Cicr = K b2h 

( 
. ·a2 )}{ I' 4a2 )2 - 4oci r + v b2 . 7T

2 \1 + 1)2 

- 4 ex i (2 + 5 v :: ) } 

(20) 

For pure bending when ex = 2 Eq. (20) reduces to 

(21) 

Setting ~1 -+ 0 in Eq. 21 one gets the· buckling load 
under pure bending for a homogeneous plate for one 
half-wave buckling · 

(22) 

b2 [( a2 )2( 4a2 )2 
K = 2·11 a2 I + fj2 . I + b2 

+ 2 + IO ~ + I7 !!...._ ___!:.. + _F_ ( 
z 4 ) ·K K

2 
]112 

b2 b4 7T4 7T8 

For m half-wave buckling Kin Eq. (22) can be writ
ten as 

The presence of the foundation modulus, Kp in 
Eq. (10) reduces the deflection, w and hence the 
bending stress. Therefore Eqs. (20), (21) and (22) 
resulting from t\vo term approximation of Eq. (12) 
may be tr.ken as fairly accurat_e. 

RESULTS 
. ., 

Numerical results are . obtained. for two. cases- .(a) 
when the plate is under, uniform compr~_ssion,. anQ 
(b) when it is under pure bendin_g. For uniform c~np.
pression of a homogeneous plate, the vaiues of x are 
cal_culated for differ~nt values of afb with the: help of 
Eq. (16) for one half-wave bucklingtaking KF , .. 7T~> 
and ex = 0. For two half-waves and thre.e h.alf-w~ves 
buckling Eq. (17) is used with the same value of .K,p. 

These result~ are presented in-th.e forTii of graph~ .in 
Fig. (2). Po_r a non homogeneous plate uu"der unifo~ 
compression, the ·values of K are calculated for one 
half-wave, two,, and· three half-waves buckling by 
taking the same value of Kp and ex1=0·1 in Eq. (15). 

-These results are presented in Fig. 3. The values of 
K when the plates are not on the foundation are 
also presented in Figs. 2 and 3 for comparison. 

. a 

ol" "'I 
f
~--~r----------------+.-~-r---X 
'~, ~-/ 

b 

L"--+---~ 
.y 

FIG. RECTANGULAR PLATE 
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WITH FOUNDATION 

m•1 
~ • • WITHOUT FOUNDATION 

\ 

'\ m~: ,/ mel 

'"" 
.', ,/ m=' 
>~~ -1- -~ w ;v 

2 

-

--

0 3 
a 
b-

FIG. 2 HOMOGENEOUS PLATE UNDER UNIFORM 
COMPRESSION 

,. : 
WITH FOUNDATION .. 

• 0 • WITHOUT FOUNDATION 

6 m•l -\m-2 
l \ 

.. 
/ 

~\j:: 
0 -· m=3 ~ •. ... 

' .... _, ,_,,.,.*" ,m:4 ----·~ -- -

5 

t 4 

3 

_2 

' 

0 . 2 4 

FIG. 3 NON-HOMOGENEOUS PLATE UNDER UNI
FORM COMPRESSION 

· .. · -For.:-pure bending of--a, iwmogeneous plate 
Eq. (23) 'is used for calculation of K for different 
values of a'jb taking KF = 1r

4 and the results are 
presented in Fjg. 4. In the same figure the corres
ponding re~ults for K without foundation are also 
presented for.comparison:·- ·- - ·- · · · '· 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing analysis and from Figs. 2, 3 and 
.4 the following conclusions may be drawn: 

36 

vV:TH FOUNDATION 

~ WITHOUT f:OUNOATION 
.:aJt.W".P::z-:...._, 

m=l 

.lo: 281---

20 ~------~------~~------4-------~ 

16 ~------~-------L------~------~ 
0 0·5 1·0 1·5 2·0 

.2.--
b 

FIG. 4 HOMOGENEOUS PLATE UNDER PURE. 
BENDING 

(i) Foundation increases the buckling load 

(ii) Resistance offered by the foundation is more for 
one half-wave buckling compared to multiple 
half-waves buckling. When buckling is in more 
than one half-wave, the foundation resistance 
remains practically constant. 

(iii) Foundation increases the (afb)cr ratio and reduces 
the a/b ratio at which tr~nsition takes place as 
compared to a plate not resting on foundation. / 

(iv) A non-homogeneous pJate will have lower 
buckling load as compan;:d to. a homogeneous 
plate. · · 
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NOTATION 

a; b 

D 

E 

h 

Length and breadth of the plate respectively 

Eh 3 

Flexural rigidity of the plate= 12 (I -v2) 

Modulus of elasticity 

Plate thickness 

K A numerical factor 

q 

w 
Lateral distributed load 

De:fl.ection in z-direction 
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x,y Cartesian co-ordinates 

Do Flexural rigidity of the plate at the edge x=O 

K1 Foundation reaction . ~!~~~! area per unit 
deflection 

KF ·· Non~dimensional foundatiqn modulus = ~: a4 

Nx Normal force resultants per unit length in 
middle plane of the plate 

No Intensity of compressive force ·at the edge y=O 

~. «1 N'\lmerical constants 
(No)cr Critical buckling load 

Cicr C:ri~ical buckling stress 
v Poisson's ratio 
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Large Deflection of a Circular Plate on 

Elastic Foundation under Symmetrical 

Load 
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ABSTRACT 

., The large deflection of a clamped circular plate on elastic foundation under 
·- nonuniform but symmetrical loads has been investigated following Berger's 

approximate method. The deflections are obtained in the form of an infinite 
series involving Bessel functions. Graphs are plotted for deflections, bending 
moments, and bending stresses for various values of foundation modulus and 
load functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [I] and several other authors have 
examined small deflections of thin plates on elastic foundations on the as
sumption that the strains of the middle plane of the plate can be neglected. 
When the deflection is moderately large, that is, on the order of the thickness 
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of the plate, then the strain of the middle plane of the plate must be con
sidered. In that case the analytical solution of. the differential equations be
comes difficult because of their nonlinear character. Way [2] and many other 
authors have.examined moderately large deflections of plates not resting on 
elastic foundations, and the methods used by them involve considerable com
putation. 

Berger [3] has suggested that the strain energy due to the second strain 
invariant of the middle s·urface strains may be neglected in analyzing moder
ately large deflection of plates having axisymmetric deformation. Berger's 
technique reduces the computational effort considerably, yet the stresses and 
deflections obtained for both rectangular and circular plates are in good 

· agreement with those found by exact analysis. Berger's method has been 
extended by Nowinski [4] to the case of orthotropic plates. Nash and Modeer 
[5] have investigated problems without axial symmetry by using Berger's 
technique. The same approximate method has also been applied by Sinha [6] 
to determine the moderately large static deflections of circular and rectangu
lar plates resting on elastic foundations and under uniform load distribution. 

In this paper we study moderately large static deflections of circular plates 
on elastic foundation and subjected to special classes of symmetrical trans
verse loads, which are distributed over a concentric circular portion of the 
plate. Deflections, bending moments, and bending stresses are calculated for 
different values of foundation modulus, and these are presented in the form of 
graphs. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

For moderately large deflections the total potential energy of the system is 
given by 

(1) 

in which the last two terms in the integrand represent the potential energy of 
the foundation and of the applied load, respectively, and e1 and e2 are the first 
and second invariants of the membrane strains. If, following Berger [3], e2 is 
neglected, then the variation of V with respect to the in-plane displacements 
leads to the drastic simplification that e1 is constant. 
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In polar coordinates, and under the assumption of circular symmetry, the 
governing equations become 

du u 1(dW) 2 
rx

2
h

2 

e! = dr + r + 2 (f; = u = const (2) 

V4 W- rx2V2 W + !5_ W = !!._ 
D D (3) 

in which 

d 2 1 d v2 =-+--
- dr 2 r dr (4) 

To these equations must be added a suitable set of boundary conditions. As 
has been observed in a recent note by Nowinsky and Ohnabe [10], the present 
simplified method leads to acceptable results if these boundary conditions 
involve fixity against in-plane displacements. This assumption has been 
adopted in the following examples. 

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 

Let us consider a clamped circular plate of radius a, with the center of the 
plate taken as the origin. Let there be a symmetrical distribution of transverse 
load varying as (b2 

- r 2
)\ (..1. > -1), over a concentric circular area of radius 

b <a. Hence 

!1. = {f(r) = C(b2 - r2);. 

D 0 

and Eq. (3) now becomes 

(r < b <a) 

(b < r <a) 

The boundary conditions for clamped edges are 

(W)r=a = 0 = (ddW) 
r r=a 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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Let us now assume the deflection Win the form 

00 

W = L A.[J0 (P.r) - J0 (P .a)] (8) 
S=l 

where J 0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order and P. is the 
Sth root of J 1 (Pa) = 0, J 1 being the Bessel function of the first kind and first 
order. 

This automatically satisfies the boundary conditions for clamped edges. 
Since 

substitution of Eq. (8) in Eq. (6) leads to 

8
t

1
A.[P;J0(P.r) + a?P?J0 (P.r) 

+ ~ {J0(P.r) - J0(P.a)} J = f(r) (9) 

or, by expandingf(r) in a series of Bessel functions, 

a 2 2 2 2 2[ KJ J" A. 2 P. (P. + ct ) + D J 0 (P.a) = 
0
f(r)J0(P.r)r dr (10) 

Setting r = b sin 0 andf(r) = C(b2 - r 2Y' in the integral of (10) one obtains 

J>(r)J0 (P.r)r dr = J: Cr(b2 - r 2);.J0(P.r) dr 

J
7t/2 

= Cb2<J.+ l) 
0 

sin() cos2J.+ 1 () J 0 (P.b sin 0) d() 

Cb2<J.+1> JJ.+ 1(P.b) 2;.(2 + 1) 

(P.b)J.+ 1 (11) 

This is a special form of Sonine's first definite integral containing Bessel 
function [7], where }.. > -1. Finally, with the value obtained from Eq. (11) 
used in Eq. (10) one gets, after simplification, 

A = C(2b)J.+ 1JJ.+ 1(P.b)r(J.. + 1) 

• a2[p:+3CP? + a2) + p:+l ~] JMP.a) 

(12) 
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and hence 

Except for the as yet unknown value of a this determines the deflection 
curve W(r), including the maximum deflection 

To determine the displacement u we obtain, from Eqs. (2) and (8), 

du + ~ = a.
2h2 

_ ~(dw) 2 

dr r 12 2 dr 

1 co co 

- ls~l m~l,AsAmPsPmJl(P,r)Jl(Pmr) (15) 
S~m 

and, by multiplying Eq. (15) by rand integrating with respect tor, 

(16) 

where K' is the constant of integration, whose value is determined from the 
boundary condition 

(u)r=a = 0 (17) 
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Thus 

1 00 2h22 
, ~2222 oc a 

K =4 ~ A.P. a J 0 (P.a) -~ = 0 
S-1 · . 

(18) 

where the second equality follows from the regularity condition 

(19) 

Hence 

(20) 

determines the value of oc. For example, let 

A.= t. K=O (21) 

then the deflection W is given by 

00 

W = L A.[J0(P.r) - J0(P.a)] 
S=l 

in which 

1[ p2b2 p4b4 J 
Q(P,b) =- 1 - -•- + • - · · · 

3 2x5 2x4x5x7 

As is common in Berger's approximation the large deflection effect is con
tained entirely in the value of oc. With oc = 0, Eq. (22) agrees with the result 
obtained by Sen [8] for the corresponding small deflection problem. 

Another type of transverse load function to be considered is given by 

(0 ~ r ~ b <a) 

(b ~ r ;:a; a) 
(23) 

Expanding f(r) in a series of Bessel functions and proceeding in the same 
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manner yve find 

A = 32bC(4- P;b2)J1(P/J) 

• a2 [PJ(P; + ot
2

) + P1 ~]JMP,a) 
(24) 

or 

W = 32~C f (4- P;b2)J1(P/J)[J0(P,r)- J0(P,a)] (
25

) 

a S= 1 [ PJ (P; + ot2) + p_; ~] JMP,a) 

The central deflection is obtained putting r = 0, that is, 

Once again, u(r) and at are found by substituting Eq. (24) in Eqs. (16), (18), 
and (20). 

With W a function of r only, the radial bending moment is 

M = -D[d2W + v(~ dW)] 
r dr 2 r dr 

(27) 

Considering Eqs. (13) and (27) the value for the bending moment for the type 
of loading in Eq. (5) then becomes 

_ DC(2b).a+ 1 r(A. + 1) f P.J.a+t(P/J) 

M, - a2 S=l [p;+3(P; + ot2) + p;+r ~]JMP,a) 

. x [P.J0(P,r) + (v- 1)~J1(P,r)] (28) 

For clamped edges the bending moment is a maximum at the center, that is, 
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The maximum bending stress is given by 

(30) 

Hence, in summary, the maximum deflection, bending moment, and bending 
stress for A. = 1 are as follows: 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

For small deflections (oc = 0) and forK= 0: 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

The results are now used for the numerical computations and evaluation. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Numerical results are presented here for the case of the circular plate with 
clamped edge. The type of load function considered is as in Eq. (5), with 
A. = 1 and a = 2b. The maximum deflections and bending stresses are calcu
lated for various values of the load and for various values of the foundation 
modulus. These are presented in the form of graphs. Central deflection and 
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maximum bending stresses are also calculated for small deflections, and these 
are also presented in the form of graphs for comparison. Variation of the 
bending moment along the radius is also calculated both for small deflection 
and large deflection. 

In calculating the central deflection we start from Eq. (20), with an assumed 
value of (oca) leading to a particular value of the load. Once this relationship 
is obtained the maximum value of the deflection can be obtained from Eq. (31) 
for various values of the foundation modulus. These results are presented in 
Fig. 2. An examination of Eq. (31) reveals that as the radius of the plate in-

~.. Q ·I 
~ ~~~ 

Fig. 1 Deflected plate shape. 

Fig. 2 Deflection. 

:>.. = 1., a.. = s,a.=zlt 

Ol =o. 
Ol. = o. 
0(. = o. 
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creases, the central deflection also increases for given load. For small deflec
tion Eq. (34) is to be used for the calculation of the central deflection. 

In calculating the bending moment for various values of (rfa), Eq. (28) is 
used, with A = ·1. The variation of the bending moment along the radius of 
the plate is presented in Fig. 3. Variation of the bending moment along the 
radius according to the linear theory can be calculated with the help of Eq. 
(28) by letting IX = 0 and A = 1. The maximum bending stresses both for large 
and small deflection and for various values of foundation modulus can be 
calculated with the help of Eqs. (33) and (36). These values are presented in 
Fig. 4. 

For the type of loading in Eq. (23) the central deflection for various values 
of the load and foundation modulus are calculated with the help of Eq. (26) in 
conjunction with the corresponding equation for IX. Values of the bending 

4 

t\ 
~ 'X= I MOMENT SCALE: 

v =·3 1--

"""' ~ 1 SMALL DIVISION= O~C 

~~ 

~ ~ v--t<F: 0. 

~ r: ~=so. F 

I' 

2 

t 1 

0 

-.,\ 
"2 "4 ' 

"6 ·s r·o 

~ 

~ ~ ~F=o, r::J.. =0. 

I~ k< ~F=so, o( =o. 

'< ~ ~ 
\ "· 

Fig. 3 Bending moment. 
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moment and bending stresses can also be calculated from equations similar 
to (28), (32), and (33). 

The results obtained are in good agreement with those found by other 
authors (where applicable). This includes the case of A. = 1/2 (see Eq. (S))and 
KF = 0 as shown in Fig. 5, which was previously treated by Banerjee [9]. 

APPENDIX-NOTATION 

The following symbols have been adopted: 

a radius of the plate 
b a constant less than a 
C a constant 

D flexural rigidity of the plate = 12(~~ v2) 

E Young's modulus 
e1 first invariant of middle surface strains 
e2 second invariant of middle surface strains 
h thickness of plate 
J0 Bessel function of the first kind and zero order 
J 1 Bessel function of the first kind and first order 
J2 Bessel function of the first kind and second order 
K foundation reaction per unit area per unit deflection 
q load 
r, () polar .coordinates 
u radial displacement 
V strain energy 
W deflection of plate in Z-direction 
x, y rectangular coordinates 
e strain in middle surface 

KF foundation modulus = ~ a4 

v Poisson's ratio 
r gamma function 
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Abstract-A unified method for determining the lowest natural frequency of large amplitude free 
vibrations.ofthin elastic plates of any shape and placed on elastic foundation is given. The conformal 
mapping technique is introduced and Galerkin's method is used to calculate approximate values of 
the lowest natural frequency. Time periods for circular, square and cornered plates placed on elastic 
foundation have been determined.for simply supported and clamped edge boundary conditions. 
Practical values have also been determined experimentally. The results are presented in the form of 
graphs and they are compared with other known results. 

·INTRODUCTION 

An approximate method for investigating the large deflection of initially flat isotropic 
plates has been proposed by Berger [1]. Essentially, this method is based on the neglect 
.of the second invariant of the middle surface strains in the expression corresponding to 
the total potential energy of the system. An application of this technique to the. case of 
orthotropic plates has been offered by Iwinski and Nowinski [2] and further boundary 
value problems associated with circular and rectangular plates have been investigated by 
Nowinski [3]. Sinha [4] applied this method to investigate large deflections of circular 
and rectangular plates placed on elastic foundation. Nash and Modeer [5] found the large 
amplitude free vibrations of rectangular and circular plates by applying the technique 
offered by Berger. 

In this paper a unified method for determining the lowest natural frequency of large 
amplitude free vibrations of thin elastic plates of any shape and placed on an elastic 
foundation is given. Following Berger's method a simple fourth-order differential equation 
coupled with a second-order non-linear equation is obtained. If the boundary of the plate 
is a curve natural to any of the common coordinate systems, the solution of the differential 
equation can be expressed in terms of known functions. For more unusual boundaries, the 
natural coordinates must first be determined and after this is done, the solution would 
inevitably involve some unfamiliar functions. The determination of natural frequencies in 
this case will then be very complicated. Therefore a common coordinate system and its 
associated functions is used for the case of plates with complicated boundaries. 

in order to satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions, the domain is conformally 
transformed on to a unit circle. Once the transformation function is known, the probl\ml 
is reduced to the solutiori of the transformed differential system. In this paper Galerkin's 
method is used to solve the transformed equation. 

The ratio of time periods for circular, square and cornered plates placed on an elastic 
foundation have been determined for simply supported and clamped edge boundary condi
tions. The foundation is assumed to be of the Winkler type. Experimental values are also 
obt~ined for Circular and square plates under both boundary conditions. The results are 
presented in the form of graphs and they are compared with other known results. 

THEORY 

Let us consider the large amplitude free vibrations of a thin elastic plate placed on an 
elastic foundation having the reaction k' per unit area per unit deflection. 

337 
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The strain energy Vt. due to bending and stretching of the rp.iddle surface of the deflected 
plate, may be written in the Cartesian coordinates in the form [6] 

vl = ~ j'J[{cv2w)2 + 12 e:r}' -2(1-v){12 e2 + a2w. a2. w- (a2w )2}]dx dy (1) 
2 h2 . h2 . f}lff.» ;oy* oxoy 

. ..;I'll! 

in which Dis the flexural rigidity of the plate given by Eh3 /12(f-v2), E being the modulus 
of elasticity, h the thickness of the plate, v Poisson's ratio, and w the d'eflection in the 
direction normal to the middle plane. Also, e1. the first invariant of the middle surface 
strains, is defined by the relation 

e1 = Bx+By = :~ + :~ + ~(~:Y + ~(~;y (2) 

Bx = :~ +~(a_a:Y} 
By=:~+ ~(~;y 

(3) 

e2, the second invariant, is defined by 

(4) 

(5) 

and u, v are the displacements in the x and y directions, respectively. 
By adding the potential energy of the foundation reaction to equation (1) and neglecting 

e2 one gets 

(6) 

The kinetic energy, T, of the vibrating plate is 

T= I!_ (ti2+t?+w2)dxdy hff' ' 
. . 2 

(7) 

in• which' p is the density of the plate material and ti, v, w are derivations with respect 
to time~ · · 

Neglecting the inertia effects in the plane of the plate and applying Euler's variational 
equations to equations.(6) and (7), one gets the following differential equation for w [5] 

i2 82w k . 
V4w-o:2F2(t)V2w + -··- + -w = 0 (8) 
. . · h2cff ot2 D 

in which 

' ph3 
c-2=-· 

p • 12D' · 
and f(t) = p2(t). (9) 

Let 

w = w(x,y)F(t). ' (10) 

' ' 

Combining equations (8) and (10) one finds 

. . 12 · d 2F k' 
F(t)V4 w-o:2F 3(t)V2w + h2 ~·-d 2 w +-wF(t) = 0. 

Cp t D 
(11) 

Equation (11) may be written as 

(
V4 w k') . V2w 1:2 d2F -+- F(t)-o:2F3(t)-+-·-=0. 

w D · · w h2cff dt2 (12) 

t ( 

' ··~ 

' 

'
" 

' 
'>j. 
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A solution _of'equation (12) is possible if 

and 

in which k is a constant. From equation (13a) 

(V2 :._k2)(V2 +P)w = 0. 

From equation (13b) 
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(13a) 

(131?) 

(14a) 

(i4b) 

Therefore a solution of equation (12) can be obtained by satisfying equation (14b). To 
satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions, let the domain be conformally transformed on 
to a unit circle. If z = x+iy, z = x-iy, equation (14b) becomes 

a2w . 2 

azaz + k w = 0. (15) 

Let z = f(~) be the analytic function which maps the boundary under consideration in the 
~-plane on to a unit circle. Thus equation (15) transforms into complex coordinates as 

[ V
2
+k

2 (~~J]w(~~) = 0 (16) 

in which~= reiB, ~ = re-iB . 

. The solution of equation (16) can be expressed in the form 
00. 

w ~·I Bn[1-(~mn (17a) 
n=l 

or 
00 

w ~ I Bn[1-(~~n 2 (17b) 
n=l 

according to the prescribed boundary conditions. Equation (17a) is an admissible function 
for the simply supported edge condition in the sense that this satisfies the kinematic 
boundary condition w = 0 at r = 1, but does not satisfy the force boundary condition 
Mn = 0. The form of win equation (17b) satisfies.w = 0 = dw/dr at r = 1 and can be taken 
as an admissible function for the clamped edge condition. Substituting equation (17a) or 
equ~tion (17b) into equation (16) yields the error function, e,, 8, which does not vanish, in 
general, since equation (17a) or equation (17b) is not an exact solution. Galer kin's procedure 
requires that the error function, e,,o, be orthogonal over the domain under consideration, i.e. 

·(n = 1,2,3, ... ,N). (18) 

From equation (18) a homogeneous system of linear equations is obtained. Such a 
system can have nontrivial solutions only if the determinant of the coefficients of the 
unknowns vanishes identically. From this equation, the values of ki, k~ ... k'fv can be found.· 
For the fundamental frequency the lowest value of k2 is to be taken. 

Combining equations (12), (13a), and (13b) the following differential equation for 
determining F(t) is obtained: 

(19) 

in which 

1.( 4 k') 2 2 Al = 12 k + D h Cp . (20) 

(21) 
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Equation (19) is to be solved subject to the initial conditions 

F(O) = 1, F(O) = 0. 

The solution of equation (19) can be taken in the form 

F(t) = Cn(OJtt, 22) 

in which w 1 and 22 are positive constants given by 

2 1 ( . C/.
2 

k' ) 2 2 4 
wl = 12 1 + k2 + Dk4 h cPk 

Al ~ ( k: k' ) 
2 . 1 + rx2 + Drx2 k2 

and en is Jacobi's elliptic function. To determine rx, equation (9) is transformed 
complex coordinates by the transformation z = x + iy, z = x- iy. Thus one finds · 

rx
2
h

2 (a a) (a a) aw aw u f(t) = az + az u+i az- az v+ 2 az 0 az. 
If the mapping function z = f(~) be introduced, equation (26) reduces to 

rx2h2 dz dz au dz au dz {av dz av dz} aw aw 
u d( d~f(t) = a~· d~ + a( d~ + i az · d~- az · d~ + 2 az · az · 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

into 

(26) 

(27) 

Now the normalised constant rx can be determined from equation (17a) or (17b), and (27) 
by integrating equation (27) over the cycle 2n. The terms involving u and v can be eliminated 
(since u and v are of little importance in the case of large amplitude vibration) by 
considering suitable expressions for u and v, compatible with the boundary conditions. 
Finally the following integral will determine rx: 

f f rx
2 
h

2 
dz dz · I f aw aw 

s U d( d~ dS = 2 s 8[. a~ dS. (28) 

Thus having determined k and rx, the non-linear frequency, w~ is completely determined. 
The non-linear period, Tt, is given by 

(29) 

K being the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The linear period, T2·, is given by 

2n 
~=- ~ 

W2 

in which W2 is to be determined from the equation 

F(t) + 21F(t) = o 

in the form w~ = 21. Thus the ratio of the periods, TdT2, is obtained as 

i, ~ 
2: ·I I~ (I + k:':'~ J 

APPLICATIONS 

(31) 

(32) 

(a) Let us apply the procedure explained above to the case of a clamped cornered 
plate. The mapping function is given by 

z =~a(~ -..ft~ 5 + ... ). (33) 

t ' 
' 

P
'• 

.. 

·:·' 
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Using equation (17b) with n = 1 an approximate value of k2 is obtained from equation 
(18), viz .. : · 

2 24.55 
k =-z-· 

a. 

With n = 2, an improved lo~er val~e of k2 .is obtained 

k2 = 21.;1. 
a 

To determine ex the following functions for u and v are taken, 
00 

u= I Um(r)cosmOF2(t) 
m= 1,3,5, ... 

00 

v = I Vm(r).sinm(}F2(t). 
m=1,3,5, ... 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Substituting ~quations (36) and (37) in equation (27) one gets equation (28) for determining 
ex. To determine the· value of a for the fundamental frequency the value of n in equation 
(17b) is taken to be 1. Substituting equation (17b) with n = 1; and equation (33) in equation 
(28) the following value of ex corresponding to the lowest frequency is obtained: 

2 Bi ex = 29.28 a2 h2 . (38) 

Thus T;/T2 is obtained from equation (32) as 

T1 2K 1 
~Bi-,---( ---:-::-:636-----)~]1 12 

1 + h2 47l+KF 

= (39) 

i11 which the nondimensional foundation modulus, Kp, is given by Kp = (K'/D)a4
. 

The mapping function of a square plate is given by 

z = l.08a[e--tue5 + .. .J. (40) 

Using equation (17b) with n = 1 and proceeding in the same manner as before, one gets 
for -a clamped square plate 

T1 2K 
T

2 
= --;-. """[

1
-.-. -B-=-I -------4-57-------)]'""'1-=12 . 

· + h2 400 + 12.3Kp . 

1 
(41) 

The mal_)ping function for a circular plate is given by 
. . 

Z=a~ (42) 

and for a chmiped circular plate one finds 

T1 2K 1 

T2 = --;-. [ BT ( 480 )]1
1
2 

· 1 + h2 400+9Kp 

(43) 

(b) Let us consider the case of a simply supported circular plate. Using equation (17a) 
with n = 1 and proceeding in the same manner as before, on~ gets the ratio TdT2 , 

T1 2K 1 

n [ m( n )]112· 1 
+ h2 36+KF 

For KF = 0, equation (44fbecomes 

T1 
T2 

(44) 

(45) 
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The corresponding result for the circular plate obtained byNash and Modeer [5] is 

T1 . 2K 1 

Tz = --;-. [ 1 + 6 ~: J[(KR)J
12 

' 

(46) 

where J0(KR) = 0, R being the radius of the circle. For a simply supported square plate 
one finds · 

Tt 2K 1 

Tz - --;-1 r + :!· (36 :~::7 KJ J'z. (47) 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

Experimental verifications were made with circular and square plates having either 
simply supported or clamped boundary conditions. The circular plates were 150mm dia 
and the square plates had 150mm side. The plate material was mild steel 0.75mm thick
ness. Free transverse vibrations ofdifferent amplitudes and frequencies were initiated by the 
apparatus shown in Fig. 1. The test piece, T, was statically deflected by the load spindle, L, 'l 

f. 

Fig.l 

and the central deflection was measured by the dial indicator, D. After giving a pre
determined central deflection the spindle, L, was lifted quickly by the release spring, R, 
and the corresponding frequency was measured in a· vibration meter, M, with the help of a 
noncontact type of vibration piCk-up, P. Simply supported edge conditions were realised 
by placing the edges of the plates over a knife edge placed around the periphery of the 
cavity, C, the shape of which conformed to. the shape of the plate used. Clamped edge 
conditions were achieved by clamping the edges of the plates rigidly by means of eight 
bolts, B, with the base of the apparatus. Experiments were carried out first with the cavity 
empty and next by placing the plates over eight free helical springs,· S, each spring being 
located at the centre of eight equal areas of the plates. The combined reaction· of the 
springs used was determined experimentally to be KF == 6.2. Care was taken in selecting the 
stiffness of the spring, R, so that the spindle, L, was released quickly from the p\ate without 
obstructing the upward motion of the plates. 
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RESULTS 

Numerical as well as experimental results for the case of simply supported circular and 
square plates without any foundation have been presented in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. 

0.9 

- - - - - - Experimental 

0.2 

Eq(45), KF=O 

Nash and Mod ee r 

0.4 0.6 

81 
h 

Fig. 2. Simply supported circular plate. 

0.8 

- - - -- Experimental 

Nash and Modeer. 

Chu and Herrmann. 

81 
-h-

Fig. 3. Simply supported square plate. 

1.0 

The corresponding results obtained by Nash and Modeer [5] for the circular and square 
plates and the results obtained by Chu and Herrmann [7] for the square plates have also 
been presented for comparison. Numerical and experimental results for clamped circular 
and square plates both with and without foundation have been presented in Figs. 4 and 5 
respectively. 
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81 
h 

Fig. 4. Clamped circular plate. 

Fig. 5. Clamped square plate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Lowest natural frequencies of large amplitude free vibrations of thin plates of any shape 
can readily be calculated by conformal mapping techniques used in this study if the mapping 
functions are known. From Figs: 4 and 5 it is· observed that the results obtained with a one
term approximation of the trial function, equation (17b), for the clamped edge boundary 
conditions are in excellent agreement with the practical·values. For the simply supported 
edge conditions the theoretical results given in Figs. 2 and 3 are in somewhat poorer agree
ment with the values obtained experimentally. By using higher approximations of the trial 

·~·· 
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functions, equation (17a) and (17b) and with smoothed mapping functions the results for 
both simply supported and clamped edge boundary conditions will be refined. 

The periods for rectangular plates obtained by Chu and Herrmann [7] is dependent on 
the aspect ratio of the plate, whereas the corresponding results obtained by Nash and 
Modeer [5] are independent of that ratio. The mapping functions for rectangular plates 
with different aspect ratios will be different and therefore 'the present study indicates that 
the periods will depend on the aspect ratio. It should he rointed out that the theory used 
in this study allows the solution of the eigenvalue problem under consideration from a 
unified point of view since the trial functions used are the same for all shapes. For a 
one-term approximation the results obtained in this study are considered satisfactory for 
practical purposes. 

Acknowledgement-The author wishes to thank Dr. B. Banerjee of J alpaiguri Govt. Engineering College for his help 
and guidance in preparation of this paper. 
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' ' RESUME 

On donne une methode unifiee pour determiner.la plus 
petite frequence propre pour des vibrations libres de 
grande amplitude de plaques elastiques minces de forme 
quelconque placees sur un support elastique. On intro
duit la technique de transformation conforme et on utilise 
la methode de Galerkin pour calculer la valeur approchee 
de la plus petite frequence propre. On determine les 
periodes de plaques circulaires, carrees et en coin placees 
sur un support elastique pour des conditions aux limites 
en appui simple et encastrees. Les valeurs pratiques ont 
egalement ete determinees experimentalement. On presente 
les resultats sous forme graphique et on les compare avec 
d'autres resultats connus. 

Zusammenfassung: 

Eine einheitliche Methode fur die Bestimmung der niedrigsten 
Eignefrequenz von frei, mit grosser Amplitude schwingenden 
dunnen elastischen Scheiben beliebiger Form mit elastischer 
Lagerung wird gegeben. Das Verfahren der konformen 
Abbildung wird eingefiihrt und die Galerkinsche Methode wird 
zur Berechnung von Naherungswerten der niedrigsten 
Eigenfrequenz benutzt. Die Schwingungsdauern ftir kreis
formige, quadratische und eckige Scheiben auf elastischer 
Lagerung wurden fur die Randbedingungen der frei aufliegenden 
und eingespannten Kanten bestimmt. Praktische 1-Jerte 
wurden experimentell bestimmt. Die Resultate werden in 
Form von Diagrammen dargestellt und mit anderen bekannten 
Ergebnissen verglichen. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pol/owing Berger's method the large deflection of a heated elliptic plate with 
clamped edges and placed on elastic foundation has been investigated under stationaJy 
temperature distribution. The deflection is obtained in terms of Mathieu function 
of the first kind and of zero order. 

Keywords: Berger's method; Mathieu function; Elliptic plate; Elastic foundation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been a rapid development of thermoelasticity 
stimulated by various engineering sciences. In the field of machine structures, 
mainly with aircraft, steam and gasturbines and in chemical and nuclear 
engineering, thermal stresses play an important and frequently even a primary 
role. Determination of thermal deflections of plates, especially of thin 
plates, is of vital importance in the design of machine structures, because
excessive deflections may cause heavy undesirable thermal stresses. 

The classical large deflection of thin plate problems usualiy lead to non
linear differential equations which cannot be exactly solved, H. M. 
Berger [1] has shown that if, in deriving the differential equations from the 
expressions for strain energy, the strain energy due to second invariant in 
the middle plane of the plate is neglected, a simple fourth order differential 
equation coupled with a non-linear second order equation is obtained. 
Although no complete explanation of the method is set forth, the stresses 
and deflections obtained by Berger himself for rectangular and circular plates 
agree well with those found ftoril mote precise analysis. ThiS approXimate 
method has been extended to orthotropic plates by Iwinski and Nowinski [2] 
and further boundary value problems associ~ied with rectangular and circular 
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-plates have been solved by Nowinski [3]. Thein Wah and Robert Schmidt [4J 
and Nash and Modeer [5] obtained satisfactory results following this method 
Basuli [6] has extended this approximate method of Berger to problems under 
uniform load and heating under s-tationary temperature distribution. 

Berger's technique of 'neglecting the .second invariant· of the middle 
surface strains has been applied by Sinha [7] to circular and rectangular 
-plates placed· on ·elastic foundation ~nd under uniform transverse load. 

In this paper the author has applied the method of Berger to investigate 
the large· deflection of an elliptic plate placed on elastic foundation and 
.heated under stationary temperature distribution. The foundation is assumed 
to be such that its reaction is proportional to the deflection. The deflection 
is obtained in terms of Mathieu function of the :first kind and of zero order. 

NoTATIONS 

The following notations have been ·used in the paper: 

. Jj . = Flexural rigidity of the plate = 12 (f~ ~2) 
E, v, a = Young's modulus, lPoisson'.s ratio and Coefficient of thermal 

efCpansion rl,'!spectivel)' . 

. h. = Thi~kness. of plate. 

u, _v = Displacement along the x and y axis respectively~ 

w ·_ Lateral displacement 

e1 - First strain invariant; 

= (Ju + ov +! c(Jw)2 + ! ("w)2 
. (Jx oy 2 ox 2 oy. 

_e2 - Second strain invariant. 

K ~- Foundation reaction per unit ·area pe~ unit deflec~ion ... 

\1 = Laplacian operator .. 

. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

The strain energy due to bending and stretching 'qf the middle surface 
of the plate is given by': 

· D JJ [ 12 . · '{'12 vl _:_ 2' (\12 W)2 + h2 e12- 2 (1 - v) 1.h2 e2 

,! 

b 
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+ ~:~ ~ 0q~r ~ (g~o; fs J c{~dy. (1) 

<;og1bining the potential energy gf t]i~ foung~ticin refl,ctioPr. and also the 
p~tential energy due to heating with Eq. l and n~glecting e2, the modified 
energy expression,· fgl:' th~ total ene.n?¥ be9op1~§;, 

V-DJJ [<\72 )2+ 12 2 2 (1 · ){o2wo2w - 2 v w h2 el .,.. . ·" ,..,.,., !! .• o.x:a oyll 

hl2 

(
02 w)2} K J ff J EaT!. - -- +- w2 dxdy - -·---oxoy . D · 1- v 

w.-h/2 

(2)' 

iiJ. which T' is the temperature distributjgn p.t aqy _p.aint ~iy!;"l.q by (Basuli [6]) 

T' (x, y, z) = T0 (x, y) + g (z) T(x, y) (9) 

and 

h/2 

f zg (z) dz =;: f(h); 
-h/2 

Combining Equations 2, 3 and 4 one gets 

V - n ff [c\"7~ "!1 _L 16 2 2 (1 ) {q2w ()2 w -2 'v· wJ~"~" 1i2el~=. = v,. ox2 oy2-

JJ Ea · · 
- l _ v ('l'qe1h- f(h) T\l 2 w) dxdy. (5)' 

According to the principle of minimum potential energy, the displacements 
that satisfy the equilibrium conditions make the potential energy, V, minimum~ 
In order for the integral of Eq. § to be an extremum, the integrand, F, must 
Sfl.ti~f¥ th~ follo"Yin~ ·E;yJer'~ equat!o,11s 9f th~ ca~culgs of va:riation: 

(6 a) 

(6 b) 
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·. +~-(~)+~·c oF)-o 
. oy2 owyy oxoy owa:y - · 

Application on the Eqs. 6 a, 6 b, and 6 c to Eq. 5 yields: 
0 . 

ox {e1_:- (1 + v) aT0} ='0 

0~ {e1 -_y _+ v) aT0}'= _o. 

12 K. 
\l4 w- h2{e1 - (1 + v) a T0} _\7 2.w + D w 

· . ~+ Eaf(h) \7 2 T- 0· 
· " D (1 - v) v - ' 

Eqs. 7 a, and 7 b prov~ that: 

{e1 - (1 + v) aT0} 

is• independent of x and y= ·and therefore 

[32 h2 
e1 - (1 + v) aT0 = con~tant = ---u-

in which [3 is. a· n,ormalised constant of i~tegration, and 

e = ou +·ov +!(ow) 2 +l(ow) 2 

1· ox oy 2 ox 2 oy _ 

:~pnsidering Eq. 8 a, Eq. 7c reduces to 

\72 (\72- [32) w + [S w . - Ea.f(h) \72 T 
. . . D D(1- v) 

SoLUTION OF PROBLEM 

$$$$4 .•. 

(6 c) 

(7 a) 

(7 b) 

(7 c) 

(8 a) 

(8 b) 

(9) 

Let us take an elliptic plate of thickness; h. The centre of the plate in 
the middle surfa~e is taken as the origin and the Z-axis downwards. 

If there is no source of heat inside the plate the following differential 
-equations must be satisfied for stationary temperature distribution 
{Nowacki [8]) 
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\l2To- eTo = - ~o (81 + BJ 

12 . 12e 
\l2T- h 2 (1 +e) T=- h3 (81 -.BJ (11)' 

in which 81 and 82 denote temperatures at the upper and lower media _or: 
· the plate respectively. 

If 81 = 82, Eq. (11) becomes 

·~J2T- ~12T= 0 

In which · 

{312 = (1 + e) h~ (13} 

Transferring to elliptic co-orclinates (e, 7]) defined by X+ iy = d cosh 
(g + iYJ), where .2d js .the interfocal distance of the ·eliipse, Eq.12 reduces tO' 

02T 02T f3 2d2 ---- + - - - 1
- (cosh 2g - cos 27]) T = 0. (14)· ae2 . 07]2 2 

Solution of Eq. 14 can be taken in the following form 

00 

T = E C2m Ce2m ce, - q) Ce2m (7],- q) (15) 
om=o 

in which Ce2m (g, - q) and Ce2m (7J, - q) are modified Mathieu function 
and ordinary Mathieu function of the first kind and of order 2m· respectively,. 

and 

(16) 

' . -' 

While solving a problem of bending of a plate with an elliptic. hole, by taking 
a single Mathieu function of the second orcer instead of taking Mathieu 
functions of all orders, Naghdi [9] has shown that the results -~re satisfactory 
for larger elliptic holes. In this paper also similar approximation is made 
by taking Mathieu function of zero order and on this_ as~umption Eq.l5 
reduces to -

T= Co Ceo ce, - q) Ceo (g,...,...., q) - . - _(1~ 
' _.1 

The following boundary condition is imposed on T . 

T = Constant = K1 on g = go - ·• . i 
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with the above boundary condition Eq. 17 yields. 

Kl. = CoCeo ego, - q) Ceo (g, - q) (18) 

Multiplying Eq. 18 by ceo (?J, -= q) and. integrating with respeCt to 7J from 
,0 to 27T and using the orthogonality relation and normalisation (Mclachlan 
.[10]) one gets 

(19) 

i:ti Which A 0 <o> is the first Fourier Coefficient in the expansion.of Ceo (7],-q) 

Therefore 

2A 0 <o> K1 . ··· 
T = Ceo (go, _ q) Ceo (g, - q) Ceo (7], - q) (20) 

is determined. 

Changing Eq. 9 to elliptic Co-ordinates and substituting the expresion fo 
'\j2T one gets 

(\72 - P1.2) ('\72 - P 2
2)_W :_ 'ACeo (g, '-- ij) Ceo (7J;- q)· (21) 

in which 

p12 +Pz2 =- (32 

K 
p1z Pz2 = D 

A=_ Eaf(h) 2~12Aotoi K1 
D (1 - v) Ceo (go, - q) 

2 [ ()2 ()2 J 
\1

2 
= d2 (cosh 2g- cos 27]) og2 +07) 2 

Complimentary function of Eq. 21 is given by 
. . 

. · W = BoCeo (g, - qJ Ceo (7J, - qJ 
+ DoCeo (g, - qJ Ceo (7J, - qz) 

in wh1ch 

p 2d2 p 2d2 
q1=+; q2=-T 

' Clearly the particular integral of Eq .. 21 is 

A 
((3

1
2 _ p

2
2) ((3

1
2 _ p 1z) Ce~ ~g; ~ ~)~eo (7J,- ~) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
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Thus the complete solution. of Eq. 21 is 

191 

W = BoCeo (g, --=- qj) Ceo (ry, - qi) + DoCeo cg, - qJ Ceo C'YJ; + qi) 

+ (p~2 -~ Pz-2)-~{312 - p12) Ceo a, ____;, q)Ceo C'iJ, -'--' q) C29) 

If the outer boundary of the plate e =:eo'_be clamped, the boundarY. conditions 
are 

C30) 

Using Eq. 30 in Eq. 29 one gets the following two conditional equations 

BoCeo ceo, - qj) Ceo C'YJ, - ql) + DoCeo ceo, - q2) Ceo C'YJ, - q2) 

A . - . 
+ Cf312- p22) Cf312- p12) Ceo ceo,- q) Ceo C'YJ,- q) = 0 C31 a) 

BoC' eo ceo. - qj) Ceo C'YJ, - qj) +DoC' eo ceo, - q2) Ceo C'YJ, - qz) 

+ Cf312- p22) ~[312- p12) C'eo ceo,- q) Ceo C'YJ,- q) = 0 C31 b) 

Multiplying Eqs. 31 a and 31 b by Ceo ('YJ, - qj) and integrating with respect 
to 'YJ from 0 to 27T and using the orthogonality relation and normalisation 
one gets 

Bo = - 7T1J
3 

{ Ceo Ceo, - qz) C' eo Ceo, - q) - Ceo Ceo, --'- q) 

C' eo ce 0• - qz) } C32) 

Do = !fi~:J1 { Ceo Ceo, - qj) C' eo Ceo, - q) 

C33) 

in which 

- = 0": - = 
-1-. = 2A!o) A(o) + E A Co) A(o) 
'1'1 o 0 2r 2r 

• .:l 

r==l 

. . 50 .. 
-1-. • 2Alol jf!o) + E .J!o) A<o) 
'1'2 o o 2r 2r 
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.J<o> , Aio> and A<o> are the Fourier Coefficients in the expansion of 
2r 2r 2r 

Ceo(~, -q.J,- Ceo(~.- q2) and Ceo(~,-· q) respectively. 

To- determine the-constant {3 2, Eq. 8 is transformed into elliptic Co-ordinates 
in the form 

hl~2· { o~g (~!) + o0?] (~:)-} + ~ hlhd ( ~gr + ( ~~rJ 
f32h2 

= l2 + (1~+ v) a T0 

·-
in' which 

1 
. hl = h2 = 4 y sinlt 2 g t_ sin 2 ?7 

The boundary conditions for u~ and u11 are 

- t!~ .:_ 0 = u11 at g = go 
Let 

00 

u~ = 2- P (t) cos 2n?J 
ncO 

00 

u11 = E G (t) sin 2n7J 
n=l 

subject to the conditions 

P(to) = G(to) = 0 

(34) 

(35) 

_(36). 

(37) 

Substituting Eqs. 29, 36, and 37 in Eq. 34 and integrating over the surface 
of the plate one gets 

2'1T t. s s {(~gr + c~~rJ dtd~ 
0 0 

211" t. . . 

= d2 
{ f3~h

2 

+ 2 (1 + v) aT0} f f (sinh2_g+ ~in2 ,?J).dgdTJ 
0 0 

(38) 
After evaluating the integrals the following equation le~ding ~~ f3 is.obtained. 

I 
') 

i 
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oo oo·- · + E }} 2rs ( ~ 1 Y ( ~ l)s A~~ol A~!ol ,P2} 
r=l s=l · · · 

r =fo a 

oo· . . co . 

+ ( E 4r2 {A~~}2) {(A~<ol)2 go+ A~<o> E A~~o> (--l)r !fs 
r=l r=l 

00 00 00 + E A~~o> if;4 + ! E E (- lY (- 1)8 A~!~> A~~o> ifa}] 
r=l. r=l s=l · · 

r":>=• 

= 00 -- 00 ' + Dg [(2 {A&o>p + E {A~~> )2) { E 4r2 {A;:o>}2 ,P1. · 
r=l r=l 

+ E E 2rs (- lY {- 1)8 A;:o> A;,co) ,P2} 
r=1 s=l 

r #=s 

00 00 00 

+ E A;:o> ,P4 +! -E .E (- IY (- 1)8 A;;o> A;;o>_ !fa}] 
r=l r-1 s=l. 

r,r.a 

+ 2B D [(2ACo) _A.co) + ; _A<ol .A_Co)) {· ~ 41.2 A.'(o)- A" Co),/, 
0 0 0· 0 ...., 2r 2r · "--' 2r 2r 't'l 

r=l t-t r=·l 

00 00 + E'E 2rs(-l)r {-1)8 A~~o) A;;o> if;~} 
r=l s=l. 

r;6s 

I:9J 

~ = ~ . . + ( E 4r2 A!~> A;~>) {A~<o> A~<o> go+ A~<o> E (- 1): A;~o> ,P5 
r-1 .. . r=l -

00 00 

+ A'(o) ~ (- l)r A"(o) ,/, + ~ A"(o) A'Co) ,/, 
0 "--' · 2r '1'5 · "--' 2r· 2r '1'4 

r=l. 8=1. 
r #s 

r=l 

00 00 . -+ E E 2rs (- l)T (- 1)8 A~~, a~~> ,P2 + ( E 4r2 A~~> A;~>) 
r=l s-1 fEll 
r~s 

r=l. r=l 

"..l oo oooo : 

+ E a~~l A~~> lfl4 +! E E_ {- l)r (- 1)8 a~~> A~C.o> !fa}] 
~ r~l r=ll='f-!J=l. 

r#s 
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where 
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. . . .PO . . 00 

X {a~ol A~Q go+ a~o> E (~ lY A;~o) if15 + A~~ol E · (- l)r a~~> !fos 
r-1 r=l 

00 00, Q8 

:+ 1J. E fYS (-= l)T (""""'" l)ll (?~~l_{lw if;~} :1= ( 4 4r2 {A~~l}2) 
r=l s=l ~~~ 

r#s 

r=l 

co oq 

+ ! E t (-;:" 1 }T (- D11 ~w aW 1P a}l 
- r=ls~l 

r~l ·· 

d2 {f32h~ . . } . 
= 2 6 + 2 (1 + v) a T0) stnh 2 g0 

if1 _ Sinh 2r 4- 2s go Sinh 2r=- 2s go 
z- 2r+2s - 2r-2.s 

rp = Sinh 2r + 2s go + Sinh 2r=2r go 
3 2r+~~ 'J.r-2s 

•1• = go + Si®Argo 
'~'4 2 8r 

- - Sinh 2r go 
!fos = 2r 

r=l 

(39} 

a~~~, A'~~>, and A"~~~ are the Fo~rier Coefficients in tlw expansions of 

Ceo (g,- q), Ceo (g,- q1), and C~p a, :.._·qz) respectively. 
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~iP.ce [3 is. deter~i~ed:·· w . is determined completely. 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

195~ 

.- T~ find the deflection_ :at a· given point, one has to start from Eq. 39.-: 
with a~ assumed value of [3 leading to the corresponding vaJue of .:\. With . 
this valu~ or".:\ and considering Eqs. 32 and 33 the deflection will_ be obtained. 
f~o~ Eq. (29)~ _ - ·- - · · 

For numerical calculation the following values have been assumed: 

{; = 0 'l1 = ~ /:. = 3 d2 = 2·5 h = 1 f(h) = h . ~ . '. -~ 2 ~ s-o '· . _ '. : , . . , 

. K - - , - - .- -
KF = D gu4 = 100, E= 0·03, V = 0·3, aT0 =-2·5 X 10-3• 

The interfocal distance 2d being assum.ed ~nd the values of [3 2, P1
2 and P 2

2 

being known, the values of q, q1 and q2 are dete~mined. q_, q1 and q2 being 

t 
w .,...£ 

-. h' 

,.~ 

·a 

··4 
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, I 
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Fm. 1. Load-Deflection Curve · 
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known ·the corresponding· values of the Fourier Coefficients- as ·well.as those· 
of Mathieu functions are determined. The maximum deflection W0 is. 
obtained at the centre of the plate. These- deflections are graphically pre~ 
sen ted in Fig. I in which Wof h for KF = 0 _and KF = 100 are plotted against 
the rion-diinensionalload function,\. By setting {J -+ 0 the deflections· accord
ing to the lfnea:r theory is obta-Jned. For comparis'qn Fig. 1 also includes: 
a straigb.tline· which represents small' deflections for KF === 0. The· results. 
obtained in this study could not be compared in absence of' any known: 
results. 

CoNcLusioNs 

From Fig. I it is observed that the error according to the linear theory 
increases progressively with the increase in load function. Te solution pro~ 
posed in this· study· is. rapidly conver.gent and n0 computational difficulty 
other than computational effect is involved. The parameter q for the series 
ceo (s, q) may be rear or imaginary and the corresponding coefficients can: 
be· computed with; accuracy. The numerical results presented- i.n this study 
are obtained by taking. the :first two terms of the series and sufficient for 
practical purposes. Since the deflection at any point is known the corres
ponding stresses can bew be easily estimated. 
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